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THE CHURCHWOPjEiV i4!URDERS r

A REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF STA

IKHLODUCTIOH

In the early days of December, 1980, four American

churchwomen, Ita Fozd, laura Clarke, Dorothy azazel and Jean

Donovan, disappeared and were later found muz iezcd in the

Central American Republic of :-1 salvador. Occurring at a

time of increasing concern about the growing violence in

that, country, the killings and the resulting criminal
r

investigations have provoked intense interes, frequent i

fzmi =ation and oCCasional dismay in the United States as

tP;e citizens of ~s count-f have observed the workings oC'

the Salvadozan justice system as it first investigated, and

eventually sought to prosecute, those responsible foz the

killings .
From the outset, the handling of the case by

Salvadozan authozities has been caught, up in Congressional

deliberations about the larger questions of American mili-

tary, diplomatic and economic involvement with the Republic

of El Salvador. But many of the questions, in Congress and

out„ focused on this case: Have the true killezs been .

identif' ed? Were higher-ups involved? Was there an attempt

0 to cover-up the crime or conceal the murderers? Do the

Salvadozan authorit'es have the will and the capacity to
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handle the prosecution of this and similar crimes of violence
involving members of the security forces?

By the spring of l983. five National Cuardsmen had

been accused of the crime, but their detention for over two

yea-s did not make the prospect, of a speedy trial. seem

propit' ous. Increasingly, members of Congress, the families
of the muzdezed churchwomen and other citizens asked with

legitimate concern whether the Salvadoran government was

serious about yrosccuting the responsible parties and whether

the United States was doing as much as it could to encourage

the prosecution.
t

On April, 26, l983, thc Secretary of State repoz~d
to the Ch~an of the Foreign Operations Subcommittee of
the House Approyziations Committee that. he had directed an
' indapenda t Q high-level review of all the evidence

available to the United States government pertaining to the
churchwomen's case. "+ By a letter dated May 23, l983,
Deputy Assistant Seczetazy of State far Inter-American

Affairs James H. Michel, on behalf of the Depaztment of
State, rccpxestcd that I conduct tais review. + Mr. .Michel,

.tnd thczcaftcz, the Deputy Secretary of State, Kenneth Dam,

pledged Ahull coope ation of a'l concerned Federal

agsnc' es

Togethe with my, colleagues, Togo D. west, Jr. and

Gregory L. Diskant, I have reviewed the evidence. In the
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process, we have .-ece-'ved the cooperatioll that was pledged

ro us. S' nce Klay, we have had access -a pertinent State
Depa"-men- =. ' es, both classifie' and unclassified, includ-

the a--..coons cables that had been t ansmitted between

the State Department and the United States Embassy in S~.

0 salved'' on this matter. We have had, similar access ta the

classified and unclassified files of the Federal Buzeau of
Investigation (FBI), and of other pertinent agencies as

well. No documents necessa™Z ta auz inquiry have been

withheld fzam us.
We have talked extensively with present and former

goveznment officials af both cauntzies who have been involved
j

in the various investigations af this unfortunate tzaaedy;

The State Department and the Federal Bureau. of Investigation
have been especially helpi'ul in bringing their persannel

fram locations far removed from the cities of Wash'"gtan,

D.C. and Hew York, our principal bases of operations, far
whatever interviews we have deemed necessary. Ouz discus-
sions have included interviews with personnel presently

assigned ta the United States v~assy in' S'an Sal'va'dor and

with those who were assigned to thar Embassy-duxing the time

af the earlier investigations inta the murders. We have

consulted with Salvadoran prosecutors, with Salvadaran

attorneys in and aut of government, and, with representatives

of the Catholic Church in bath this count~ and El Salvadoz.
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For obvious reasons, we have sought to maintain a

particu' arly close liaison with the representa= ves cr. the

families of the victims. our conversations w;=h =hose

representatives, the Lawyers' Committee fcr International

Human Rights Under Law, and with mettbers of the i'fazyknoll

Order, have been characterized by candor and cooperativeness

on the part of those who met with us. These groups have

made their files available to us and have patiently assisted
us in our efforts to determine how we could increase the

likelihood that the perpetratnzs of t'~~se crimes will

brought to justice.
Our miss'ion has had. both sobering and heartening

aspects. To an extent that is impossible to detail in Ws
report, the czitttinal justice system in El Salvador is in a

/

state of disrepair. ~ A. handful of inexperienced, under-

educated, and Qc clsionall y r o~ pt srosaestors represent

society that seems to have lost its will to bring to justice
those who commit serious crimes against it. intimidation

~ and corzuption of prosecutors, judges and juzies are wide-

spread, and a rigid legal system renders successful prose«

cutions all the more difficult. The military exerts a

pervasive influence over the nation and, as will be docu-

merted herein, has scught to shield fzom justice even those

who commit the most atrocious crimes.

There are some bright spots. Some Salvadorans,

most notably Judge Bernazdo Rauda Muzcia and Lieutenant
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Colonel Jose Adolfa Pjedrana, have exhibited the courage,

independence and fortitude to pursue an unpopular invcs-

tigat'an of the crime in a country where the price for such

vigilance is all tao often sudden and brutal dea&. Rcprc-

sentatives of United States Government agencies, particu-

larly the Department af State and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, have been vigorous and effective in pressing

thc Salvadozans to investigate and prosecute this crime and,

when the prosecutian was fina11Y underway, in zcndsrin

r{t4 4 ~~~~ vc and tc~cal assistance. At & egt
one Vnitcd States Government officer has repeatedlF exposed

himself to great, personal danger to obtain evidence crucial0
to the ir-estigaNon. ve be»eve the P e ican puh' -, a-d'

families, can ask nQ morc than that from the&
representatives.

Five former members of the El Salvador National

Guard are now in custody and chazged with the murder cf the

fauz chuzchwomen: tais Antonio Colindzes Aleman, Carlos

Joaguin Contreras Palacias, Francisco Orlando Contzexas

Rccinas, Daniel canales Ramirex and Jose Robe~ Mozcno

Canjura. Perhaps our most important conclusion is that
these men in fact committed the c ime and that the evidence

af theiz guilt is overwhelming. Not all of ke evidence is
admissible in the Salvadoran courts, but that which is
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remains compelling. The admissible evidence consists of

partially inc iminating statements by the defendants them-

selves, including one complete confession; statements by

their f'ozmez colleagues in Ne National Guard, including

those who participated in the abduc. ion of the women and

those to whom the defendants made incriminating statements

following the crime; statements of other third-party wit-

nesses; and technical evidence developed by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation in the form of ballistics tests
linking two of the defa dani~~

The inadmissible evidence -. endezs the guilt of, the

defendants even more clear. This consists of polyg aph

examinations that the defendants failed, a tiugezprint "f
Subsezgeant Colindzes ALenum found on the van in which the

churchwomen were traveling, and highly confide tia' Morma-

taort oo11+or1 he wt a rr~a i'm eisa~~-4 ~~as&i ~vllwkl ~c5

efforts of an Embassy official at gzeat pezsonal risk. The

reliability of thi% information has been proved certain, but

we are convinced that, Lives would be endangezed by public

revelation of this evidence or its sources. (We shall refer
to this infozmation in cuz report as' "special Embassy

evidence. ") With respect to each category of inadmissible

evidence, we have explored whether in some malnner it could.

be introduced as part of the prosecution case. Zn each0 instance, although with vazying degrees of ceztainty, we

have concluded that the evidence cannot be used.
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The evidence taken as a whole shows irrefutably
that the five defendant, fallowing the order of Subsergeant

calindrcs Aleman, kidnapped the women at a checkpoint outside

the El Salvac.'ar Aizpozt on December 2, 1980. They rode

0 thzough the cauntzyside to a emate location some fifteen
miles from the airport, where they raped, and murdered the

women. Thezeaftez, the National Guardsmen dzove the chuzch-

women's van to another remote location and set it afire.
The fizst reaction of the Salvadozan authorities

to ae murder was, tragic»ly, ta conceal thc pezpetrators
t

from justice. Evidence available ta the United States, ~

eluding the special Embassy ev'dence, shaw" beyond g es-
tian that Colindres Aleman confessed his involvement in the

crime to ranking members of thc National Guard within days

of the muzdez; They responded hy cancealing this fact, from

the outside world, and ordering the transfer of the ki.llezs
fram their airport posts and the switching of their weapons

to make detection more difficult.
At, a minimum, then Major sandra Zepada Velasco,

the National Guard officer in charge af the Guard's internal

investigation, was aware of thc identity of the. killers and

participated in these acts. Sezgeant Dagahezto Martinez,

Colindrcs Aleman's immediate superior, has admitted that

~ he also knew af Colindres Aleman's guilt, . We believe it is
probable that Colonel Raherta Montcrrasa, head of the

goveznment's official investigation af the crime, was ante
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af the identity af the killers and, further, that he

par"' cipated '= rue caver-up by purposely faiLing ta provide

Calindres Aleman's f'ngerprints ta the United St.ates far
analysis. We hei' eve as veLL that it is guite passible that

Color. el Carlos Eugenio Vides Ca anava, then head af the0 Natiar al Guard and now a General and Kinistcr af' Defense,

was a. aze af, and for a time accpticsced in, the cover-up-

Thc covez-up was shattered in April, LSSL, when

officials of the United. States Embassy iden ' ' ed t.ae killers
through the'r am investigation. This c a~, although

significantly assisted hy ballistics and fingerprint work

pczSarmed hy the idI, came principally by the development of0
the special Embassy evidence hy an Embassy officer. The

special &"~~ y . 'd-cs f~st pravluad identification af
tAe perpetrators to the United States. When thc Embassy

Learned the defendants' names, it, pressed Salvadoran

authorities to azzest them. At that point, Colonel Uides
1Casanova, the Director of the Salvadoran National Qua d,

~ ozdered the arrest af the 'men.

Thereafter, Salvadaran prosecution effozts
continued to stall, although tt.e men vere at, least incar-
ceratcd. Finally, in December, 19SL, a year after thc

killings and again responding to United States prcssure, the

Salvadoran government undertook a sezious investigation af
thc crime. National Guard Major (now Lieutenant Colonel)

Adolfo Medrano lcd a group of detectives fzom the Salvadoraa
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National Police and others in the first concentrated

gathering of evidence by the Salvadcran authoriti s. sita
technical assistance fram the FBI, c'".e .'.edzano d'or.'cing g Gup

collo.cted statements of vitnesses tying the defendants to

the crime, including reports of extrajtiicial confessions by

Colindzes Aleman. This evidence suppor ted the discharge of
the accused guardsmen from thc Nationa Guard in February,

1982, so that they could be tried in the civilian courts and

their remand to the custody of the civilian trial judge.
The evidence gathered by thc Medzano wc=king group remains

thc principal evidence against thc accused0 Thc te~~cal support prom. dad the Salvadoran

authorities by the FSZ has been simply outstanding. Fingez-

and ballistics tests bv Bureau personnel 'prov ded

initial corroboration of the special Embassy evidence

and directly linked the defcadants to the crime. Beyond

tcchnical expeztisc, however, Bureau agents ia the United

~ States thoroughly interviewed relevant witnesses and

obtained sigaificaat information. By the artful use of the

polygraph as aa investigative tool, the Bureau obtained a

statement from Colindzes Aleman's former supezioz repormg
a critical confession by Colindres. The FSI sent polygraph

examine s to Kl Salvador, vho interviewed the defendants and

~ othcz witnesses', aq'ain by using the test. as an investi-

gativc tool, produced important inc ~tory statements.
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The question whether Colindrcs Aleman was ordered

to commit, this crime hy highe -ups is a troubling one. To

the extent. the Salvadoran authoritics have investigated this
matter, their inquiry is not nearly as complete as wc would

have liked. There is some evidence suggesting the involve-

ment of highez»ups: most impoztantly, twa low ranking

guardsmen have testified that„ in ordexing them to parti-
cipate, Colindzes Alcman told them he was acting on highez

orders

Cn the other hand, there is evidence td' the
e

contrary, which we. tend to cxedit. As we set, forth in

detail below, the Mcumstances of the c"ime itself and

Colindzes Aleman's behavior during its commission are, in
aur . icw Mnsis+mt ' ith an assaul~ an ~~c ch'a

ordered fram above. Post-murder statements hy Colindres

Aleman to his colleagues and his superior, along with the

special Embassy evidence, provide what we believe to he

additional compelling evidence wf lack of higher. involvement.

~ Although it is unlikely that a dispositive answer will ever

he known, we recax'd here ouz best judgment: on the basis of
the evidence available to us, we believe that Colindzcs Aleman

acted on his own initiat" ve.

Although the evidence of the defendants' guilt 's,
in ouz view, substantial, we cannot he certain that the case

will he suc essfully prosecuted. Tn October, 1983, the case

was finally elevated to the plcnaxio, essentially the t-is'
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stage, a ter over a yedtr and a half in the sumazio or
invest' ga 've stage. This means that, at best, we can

expect a trial by the spring of 1984. The newly-assigned

senior prosecutor is a veteran attorney and, based on ouz

discussions with him, appeazs cottpetent to present the

prosecution's case.
Nonetheless: the prosecutor must convince a

majority of a jury of five, and in El Salvadoz juries have,

understandably, been routinely subject to intimidation.

Moreover, we srs told thar. oorrartioa or hat:, 1 ia-
'todoes is oo ovsrraar o eiit. risallr ir .the srotss at'a

not already weak enough, we aze under the impressior. tha

this case is a relatively rare effort to prosecute members

o he» e. s 1 vvswhse»e» ' r 4 s»aaa s»a»s»sa g ~ eeoc w v Jshd, shll o'U4LQ d vd QJJQcs

committed on duty. Fc- these reasons, we view the likeli-
hood of a conviction of the defendants by a jury of Salvadoran

citizens to depend substantially on whether the jurors can

bc assured uhat they can vote their consciences without0 fear*

Under curzent Salvadoran pzoceduzes, the jurozs

must, be publicly identified, and hear the evidence in public.
These procedures are, of course, desirable in a stable

society, but hardly leave a jury with any sense of security

in the Salvadozan system. Ve have pressed the Salvadoran

authorities to undertake a vaz' ety of novel means to protect,

thc jury or guarantee their anonymity. Unfo~ately, for
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whatever reasons, the authorities have not yet looked with

favor upon the introduction of unprccede}}ted methods into

their system of jury sclccti& n and protection. Thus, we

must reluctantly close on a dis ouraging note: unless the

juzy can be safeguarded, ve vould be foolhardy to predict
the conviction of these defendants.

TEE MURDERS

As in any cziminal prasecutian, the f,rats of the
.'~ 4 4 1 . l~kS'6 Ntt VJ.5}ELLLCL' i I I N 4 ' y MC CIC CQQCiiA ~ 4 hha' gn

one of the defendants has confessed,

killers maintain their' innocence and

Ts sts1 ~q.v 0 Ra fswe ow ++a ~in

the z~aining accused
C

present a joint alibi.
we hava ts '

\ eA s1 1

the information available to us, whether or not admissible

under thc salvadortn system and vhether ar not public. we

have rejec ted Ne alibis of the nan-confessing defeuciauts ss
self-sezving fabzications. We set farth below what, vc

beli. eve actually happened, resolvinq differences in the

testimony hy giving greater weight to the witnesses whose

reliability we believe to have been proven. Significant
differences between the facts stated herein and the testi-
mony of other vitnesses aze indicated, iu the footnotes.

1'n the fall of ?980, El Salvador vas suffczing

throuqh a peziod of severe political volatility. Inc easing

violence hy both riqht-vinq and left-wing groups had height-

encd tensians. Tezzorist acts were heing committed against.
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goveznment officials, minist~ buildings, foreign embassies,

universities, churches and factozies with growing regularity.
Thousands af Salvadozans had been murdered as pazt of a

vicious reign of tezzoz, the majority allegedly by rightist
element .d

Qn November 27, 1980, yet another outbreak af
political killing occurred. Six leaders of the Salvadoran

apposition, the Democratic Revolutionary Front {FOR), werc.

toztuzed and murdered after their abduction fzo.s a school in
San Salvador hy a band of several hundred men. The bodies

of the slain leaders lay in state at the Cathedral in San

Salvador for se~-eral days, and theiz funeral was ta he held
C I

on December 3, 1980.~ Their supyorters urged a large
turnout foz' the funeral, and many in the Salvsdoran govern-

ment and military feared an outburst, of yublic violence,

possibly as gxeat as that experienced during the funeral of
Azchbishop Qscar Aznulda Ramero in March, 1980. The country

was gxipped by yalpable tension and fear.
Qn November 26, 1980, the day before the PDR

assassinati. ans, Siste=s Zta Ford and Mauza CLarke of the

Mazyknoll Qxdez hs' traveled from Jxeiz station at
Chalatenango, F' Salvador, to an annual gathering of Central

American Mazyknolls in Managua, Nicaragua. ~ Upon their
return to El SaLvadar an December 2, 1980, the day befcre

the FDR funerals, they, =along with two other Mazyknoll nuns

{Sisters Madeline Dorsey and Teresa Alcxandez), were tc be
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mct at the airport by Sister Dorothy Kaxel, an Ursuline nun,

and Ms. Jean Danovan, a lay volunteer. - Sisters Fo d and7/

Clarke, returning ta El Salvador from Nicaragua in the m'dst

of unprecedented tension throughout El Salvador, never

reached their destination; nor did their escorts, Sistc
Kaxcl and Ms. Donovan.

Fram the available evidence, events unfolded or

that tragic December 2 as follavs. Some time after midday,

Sister Kasel and Ms. Donovan drove to the Xnteznat;. onal

Airport to meet the four Mazyknall nuns in a white Toyota

"&ace" van% They parked in. the parking lot in front of,
the main passenger ~al at about 2:00 p. m. + Their

arrival was noticed hy a salvadoran Rational Guardsman

patrolling in front of the tertainal, Margazito peres Nieto ~
Eis attention, he later statecl, vas attracted by the fact
that one of the churchvomen had retuzned ta the vehicle to
retrieve a large bag capable of cazzying a weapon, and hy

theiz apparently watchful attitude tovazd him. Peres Nieto

~ mentally:ecox'ded their arzival and returned to his patrol.
Inside the terminal, the Lanica flight that Sister

Kaxel anc Ms. Donovan vere to meet arrived at 2r30 p.m. ,

c~g only' tvo of the four nuns expected, Sisters Madeline

Dorscy and Texesa Alexander. — Sister Kaxel and W~. Donavan11/

dctcxmined that xhcy would drive the tvo nuns to La Libeztad-

~ and return later ta meet the remaining tvo Mazyknoll nuns. ~
Guazdsman pezcx Nicta ahscrved their departure in the white
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Toyota van at about 3L15 p.m. He telephoned his detachment

commander at the airport, Subse geant Iuis Antonio Colindx'es

Aleman, to repart that he suspected the women of having

weapons in their travel bags. Colindzes Alcmsu tOld Pezez

Nieto to be careful. +
Sister Kazel and Ks. i)onavan retuzned to the

airport to meet Sisters Ford and Clarke, tbc remaining twa

Haryknoll nuns, sometime between 4:30 and 6:00 p.m.~
5'stezs Fnzd and Clarke arrived on a COPA (Compania Panamena

de Aviacion, the Panaman'an Ai lines) flight at about

6:30 p-m. , and were met by Sister Kazel and Ms. Donov'an.~15

At some point, the churchwomen werc again observed by Cua ds-
man Perez Nieta, who apparently notified Suhsczgeant Colind cs

1C A

Aleman again of t"ciz ~viales. ~ Pezez Nieto's tour of
duty ended at 7:00 o.m. and. at that Mme !or earlier} h

returned ta the Rational Guard barracks. Ee reported his
obsezvations in greater detail to Coiindzes Aleman. ~

At this point, we believe, ColzLdres Aleman decided

that he a~mid stop the churchwomen. Although there is no

evidence that he knew theiz identities, hs apparently believed, '

based on his guard's observations, that they were»subversives. »

Although in ouz system these observations would usuaJ. ly uot.

be enough even to justify an airport. stop foz &pxestioning,

in El Salvador in 19SO, particularly on thc eve of thc

burial of the PDR leaders, these grounds for suspicion weze

mare than adequate. If Calindres Aleman could ahtain
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evidence that the women were carrying weapons, or even

"subversive" literature, his status in the Guard would be

enhanced.

There is no reason to believe that Colindzes

Aleman necessarily had murder on his mind from the outset.
At a minimum, however, he knew he was up to no good. Ee

ordered five guardsmen, Carlos Joaquin Contrezas Palacios,

Pzancisco Orlando Contzczas Reclnos, Daniel Canales Ramircx

Jose Robert Noreno Canjura, and Salvador Rivera Franco,

change out of their uniforms into civilian clothes. Ee

instructed the five men to accompany him with their' servo. ce

rifles and ammunition. ~ shortly after 7:oo p.m. , colin"-esL8/

Aleman, the five guardsmen in civilian attire and Pere@

Nieto, in uniform, drove in a National cuard ~eep to the

traffic checkpoint near the airport entrance. +
At the checkpoint, Colindzes Aleman instructed

Pezes Nieto to stop all traffic at the checjcpoin't for
approximately ten minutes, hut to allow the "white van"

~ carrying the churchwomen to pass without hindezance. ~
colindres Aleman left, Pere@ Nieto at the chec1cpoint, ' along

with the unifozmed guardsmen already on duty there, Luis

Napoleon Cornefo Cuhas, Jose Vidal Crux Picha, and Jose Luis

Nontezzosa. ~ After rounding a bend in the airport access~2l

road, and nearing the first toll station for the as yet
' unfinished highway between San Salvador and the airport,
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Colindzes Aleman and the five guardsmen, all in civilian
clothes, took ap positions on the z'cad and awaited "".e
arzival of the white van. —'22/

Meanwhile, at, the airport, the four chuzchwotaen

retrieved the luggage of Sisters Fozd and Clarke and le t
the tezELlnal in their white van. At the airport traffic
checkpoint, Guazdsman Peres Hieto, following instructions,
allowed the van to pass through. '

He detained all oNer
traffic for about texx minutes, ~ aud then returned to the23/

xxa&monal Cuazd head~maztexs.

Passing the checkpoint. the c'churchwomen arrived at
Subsergeant Colindres Aleman's position. They weze stcpp d,

d 26/ordered to vacate the va=v The guardsmen searched

the van and questioned the women. Thereupon, Colindres

Aleman ozdexed them back into the van togethez with Guards-

men Contzezae Recinos, Canales Ramizes and XXoreno Canjuza. ~
Contreras Recinos dro~e the van and, with Colindres Aleman

and Guardsmen Contzeras Palacics and Rivera Franco following

in the National Guard jeep, ~ the small convoy started its2S/

jouzney fifteen miles into the hills of El Salvador.

Shortly thereafter the jeep developed engine

trouble. After a bzief stop foz temporary repair, the two

vehicles made it to the Rational Guard command post at the

town of El Rosazio La Pas.~ There, Subsezgeant Colindzcs27/

Aleman telephoned the airport and ixLstzucted his second in

command, Corporal Isabel Aguino Gizon, to send anuthez
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vehicle to Kl Rosario to retrieve them. — The jeep was28/

Men left at the Guard post, with Guardsman Rivera Franco to

g azd it.—"/
The five other guardsmen crowded into the small

van with the four chuzchwomen and proceeded. in the direction
of Zacatecoluca. At the intersection of the road to San

Pedro Nonualco, the van left the main road and drove foz

anothez six kilometers, finally' turning off onto a dirt
lane. At a desezted site along the lane, Sulisezgeant~30

colLnd?es Alt55an d1zcc ed Guardsman cortrezas Recinos to
hring the van to a haLt, and ordered the women out of the

3~1van. The guardsmen sexually assaulted the vomer Then

at Co~w A'eman's orders, they shot the women dead with

their service zifles, Leaving the bodies along the roadside
~32as they fell. The guardsmen, upon completion of theiz

~sly ~ssdon, then returned to El Rosario ta Pas in the
van

Xn the interim, Corporal Gizon had sought fzom the
commander of the Customs Policf at the airport, Juan de Dios

Bazreza Rivers, a vehicle with which to picR up Colindzes
33/Aleman and his men. — Barrera Rivers assigned Vic or

Melgar Qazay to drive a blue Customs Police pick-up truck~
to El Rosazio La pas, where, accompanied hy Quardsman Julio
Cesar Valle Espinoza, Melgaz Garay found. Guardsman Riveza

eranco guarding the disabled jeep. The three were wait-35/

ing when Subsergeant Colindres Aleman and the ether' gu-. ds-

men returned without the women at approximately ll:00 p. m.~
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Climbing into the cab af the truck, Suhsezgeant

Colindzes Aleman instructed Melgaz Gazay ta drive back anta

the highway in the direction of Za Lihertad. ~ Followed by
37/

the white Toyota Hiace van, the truck proceeded along the

caast. road until ordered by Colindzes Alcman to stop.
After the guaxdsmen had removed several items from the van

ta the blue Customs pick-up truck, ~ Guardsman Contzezas

Rccinos opened the middle door of the van and, with the help

of Contzeras Palacios and. Mozcna Canjuza, pauzcd aviation
40 l'f'uel an the .'wide and outside of the van and aet it afire. ~

Meaz midnight, Suhsergeant colindres Aleman and
/~s meametuxncd to the airport in the blue pick-up t~ck.~

Upon his return, Colindrcs Aleman taok the van's spare tire
and jack, and several articles of women's clounxng to the

barracks. ~ Dater, several of the cruardsmen. wi.th Colindzes

Alcman, burned this clothing and certain other azticles
taken from the churchwomen. ~ On December 3, Colindzes

Aleman took the spax'c tire. and jack to a nearby fazm camp

and left chem theze with a friend faz safekeeping. ~
Early in the morning o Decaaher 3, L980, villagexs

fram Santiago Nonua1. co, a remote village fifteen miles

noz Jxeast of the airport, found the bodies of the four

chuzchwomen spzawled along the roadside. ~ One af the45/

v'llagezs contacted the local. Militia cammandex, Jose

Dolores Hclendes, ta report the d'scavezy. ~ Shortly48/

Aezcaf ez, two National Guardsmen and three Cim.l Guardsmen
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arrived at the scene, and ozdezed the preparation. of a

common grave. ~ The local Justice of the Peace, Juan
47/

Santos Cczon. vas summoned, by the Nilitia Commander, ar'd

authorised tl e immediate burial of the women as "unknowns, "

an unfortunate practice that had become common in El salvador. ~
ajhen Sister' Kazel and Ns. Danovan failed to return

ta La Lihert" d, Father Paul Schindler, an American priest
working in 'a Ltt eztad, contacted the United States Consul

in San Salvador, Patricia Lashuzy {nov Patricia Lasbuzy

Eall), on December 3.~ Ns. Lasbuzy then informed the
Ch'ef of National Police of the vomen's disappeazance.

Q /Salvadozan Defense Ninistez Garcia vaa also notified. A

nationwide search was promised.

Xn an attempt to Locate the women t~elf, P.="="'

S~ez sct out to search along the coastal road leaching

fzom La Lihertad to the airport. On the evening of December 3,
he found the burned-out shell of the churchwomen's van where

it had been abandoned along the coastal road% Its license
plates vere missing, and the van could be identified only by

the sezial numbers on the engine block;~
Meanwhile, word began to circulate in the commtnity

that four female Caucasian "unknowns" had been found dead

and huzied in Santiago Manualco. A local pamsh priest

~ heard thc news and informed thc Vicar of the San Viccnte

diocese. Zn turn, the Vicar notified the Unite;d States

Embassy that the bodies af the American chuzchwcmen had been
53
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Upon learning the news, United States Ambassador

Bobert Wite went immediately to the murder site, where he

found Fathe= Schindler, who also had been notified by the

parish priest of the discovery of the bodies. ~ The

Secretary of t"e Justice of the Peace arrived and gave

permission .or the removal of the bodies from the grave. ~
All our wo zen had been shot, in the head; the face of one

had Peen destroyed. The underwear of three of the women~56

was found separately, along with bloody bandanas. ~ Brief
medical examinations were pe ozmed ~At day b-t no autoosies. —'
Sistezs Pozd and Clarke were buried in Chalatena go; Sister
Kazel and Ks. Donovan, in the Unites States. ~g

1Z. THE IÃTESTIGATIONS

Despite the numbing zegulazi+ wth '4b1ch U1ILoc~Mts

Ln El Salvador have been subjected to crimes of violence,
the rape and muzdez of the four American churchwomen provoked

immediate international outrage. The Salvadoran government

responded bT publicly promising a full investigation, and

the United SMtes yledged its complete assistance. The

actions of the United States and its representatives to
investigate the ~e and to bring the perpetzatozs to

justice have been remarkable. Quite simply, we believe that,

the killers would=never have been identif- d and the evidence

of their guilt never proyezly assenbled had it not been for
the efforts, often courageous, of United States yersoL~ei.
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Tbe efforts of Salvadoran officials, on the other

hand, have been mixed. Despite the public promise of a ful

and complete investigation, the actual initial salvadcran

gaveznment resyanse appears ta have been to Ca eve ~ng
possible ta conceal the yerpetzators of thc cri te. The

identities af the killers were known to official. s af the

Salvadazan NatianQ Guard within days of the muzdezs.

Nonetheless, the official response ta this information

ranged from indifference to active cover-up. It was only

after a year had passed, and thc killers had been identified
by the tJnitcd States, that a competent gzouy of Salvador'
officials undertook a thorough investigation of the czime

a ~sembled the evidcn-e that forms tL. basis far the

pzasecutians. Thc mcn who performed that task. lcd by Magyar

Medzano. and the drudge who inherited the case and completed

tnc ~vesmgamon, 'ucge sernazda Muzcia Rauda, performed

difficult work under the most, dangerous of circumstances.

cy deserve the pzaise and gratitude af all those who have~,:sought. to see )ustice done in this case.

A. The Z eda and Manterrosa Investi tians
Withi'n days of' the murCers, Salvadoran authorities

commissioned. twa investigations, ane public and one private,
. both with apyarently the same oh)ective:. to create a written

record absolving the Salvadozan security forces of respansi-

bility faz the murders. The public investigation was .'" the
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farm of a comm'ssian headed by Colo~el Roherto Manterrasa,

then director of the Armed Farces Studies Cente and later
commander of the Salvadoran Navy. The private investiga-

tion, commissioned by the National Guard itself, was headed

by Major ?izandza Zapeda Veiasco. Tn his interview with us,

Colonel Monterrosa was suzyzisingly candid about. his purpose.

jse stated that, his investigatory commission had flatly
rejected the yassihility that security forces were involved

in the murder, nat because of the ahsence af evidexice, hut

because Aeiz involvement, if proved, would causa serious

consequences far the armed forces afzom a political point af
view. a~

»

The fai1ure of either Zepeda ar the Mantez"csa

Commission to pursue a sezious investigation is obvious, faz

the evidence of the defendants' culpability was readily
-1- W» - .. — 1.sar g4 ~@iwQ

'~we IVlii @le»A LICi'UW g Calo 4W

derezs made no attempt whatevez to conceal their culpability
fzom other National Quazdsmen. Not only had several guazds-

men witnessed the churchwomen's abduction, but the defendants

reyeatedIy conceded their guilt, to their colleagues following

the killing. Far instance, at a meeting called hy Colonel

Vides Casanova within days of the muzdezs to ask whethez any

National Quazdsmen were responsible, Suhse geant Colindzes

A'eman ayyraached his immediate supervisor, Sergeant Dagoberto0 M~cez and reyorted that, "the problem regarding the nuns

is me. " M~cez adv"'sed Colindres Aleman to be silexit
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about the crime, but to admit his ole if cpxestioned by a
61/Nat'anal Guard officer. ~

The Nat'onal Guard officer assigned in December,

1980 to investigate the crime was Major Zepeda. ~ Zepcda

~ intezviewcd Colindres Alcman, as well as othez guardsmen on

duty at the airport on the ni, ght of December 2.~ Although

all the witnesses whor' Zeyeda purportedly intczviewed had at
least partial jmLOwledge of the facts of the crime —juLoWlcdge

that they latex confessed to Major Nedrano —Zepeda blithely
zcpo~~d ~~t no ona z—smbered sn~ ~g out of the oz~

l
about that. evening. His perfunctory written report, tuzped

over to the United States many months later, concludes "[i1t
k's not, proven in this reyort that elements of the Rational

Guard had any pazticiyation in the death of the four North

Amer'can zcligious [sicj."~
W i ~ ~ vI%4 ~ VARI \ I g ' I

Indeed, it made so little an impression on Major Zcycda

himself that, when we intcxvicwed him in Seytembez, 1983, he0 . ins Lsted that his reporting had been oral only. ~ He

persisted in this yosition even when we told him that we had

seen copies of written reports Zcpeda may' have remembered

only an ox'al xcport because it, was mdoubtedly only orally
Jmt he would have communicated his true findings: that,

National Guardsmen led hy Colindx'cs Alcman haH cosasittcd the

murders ~
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Information derived by the United States Embassy

from the special Embassy evidence shows unequivocably that
Subsezgeant Colindzcs Alcman followed precisely Sergeant

Martinez ' recommendation. When Major Zepeda guestioncd

Colindres Aleman in the days following the crime, he con-

fessed bis role in the muzdezs to the National Guard inves-

tigating officer.
Major Zeyeda did not betray Subsergeant Colindzcs

Aleman's trust. Rather, he undertook a course of action in
the winte and spry of 1981 to pzotect Colindzes Aleman

and the other killers. Of course, he issued a written

reyozt absolving ttae guardsmen of blame. Moreover, accord-

ing to the speci. al Embassy evidence, Majoz Zeyeda caused

the ~ezs to be tzansfo —. cd away $~ theiz airport
post, thus making it more difficult for outsiders to deter-
mine who had been in a position to un~a the kil3.ings or
to interview military witnesses at the aizyort. Knowing

that. the FBI had. pezfozmed ballistics tests on shells and

casings associated with the ~e, Majoz Zeyeda also, accord-

ing to the special Embassy evidence, ordered the killers
to switch their rifles with others so as to make detection

more difficult. ('This effort di4 not ultimately prevent

linking the murder weayons with the defendants. Majoz

Zeyeda either failed to, or could not, alter the Salvadozan

itarv' 5 written records identifying which rifles werc

assigned to the defendants. )
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Although we have no direct proof, we think it is
&Zttite possible that major Zepeda informed his superior, then

colonel vides Casanova, of his activities. vides casanova

appointed Zepeda, and Zepeda reported direculy to him. It
seems unlikely that a mid-level office like Zepeda would

have un~en the obstructive actions he did without

approval oz encouragement fzom someone highez. torso~ ez,

when we interviewed now General Vides Casanova, we found him

evasives he professed a disturbing lack of knowledge of
cpeda's ' uestigatioa. , despit'e evidence that, he was 4wtLze

of and received reports concerning Zepeda's efforts through-

out the investigation. In his answers to us, General66/

Vides Casanova attempted to distance ~4~ el& a ompletel

as possible Crom all investigations of ths crime.

We believe it probable that jaafor Zepeda informed
r w.' r:t T

wt wvvs vk ~s ~as ~ klsUIL44g ~ 4' 4

sion with us, Colonel moatezzosa asserted that he was respon-

sible foz Zepeda's appoiatmeat as investigating officer.
Ce~ly the activity undezuakea by the Nonterzosa Commis-

sion—or, more accurately, its inactivity-suggests the

absence of any serious interest. ia identifying the killezs.
Nonetheless, for the fizst. few weeks of its existence, the

commission managed, to suggest, to the outside world th-t it
was undeztalcing a serious miss ion.

The commission's appointmeat was announced on

December 8, 1980. Oa that, day the members of the67/
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commission received United States Ambassador Robert White

and a team of distinguished Americans sent by President
Carter to investigate the crime. ~ The commissioners~68 ~

purported to welcome investigative assistance from the

United States, including technical expertise and assistance
in planning rhe investigation. The Ambassador willingly
agreed. A team of FBZ technicians flew. to El Salvador and

gathered various evidence foz laboratory analysis, including

fingerprint and debris taken from the whi. te van, and items

of clothing found at ~e gravesite. -I
Ovez the, next few days the commission reguested

that autopsi. es be performed on the two churchwomen buried in
dN Usted States j~ it visited the murder site and Qaes-.70/

tioned residents of the area;~ it took a statement from a.7?/

Salvadoran priest, Father Britto, ~ who had been stopped at~72 /

1 I -' qy .. . ~ .~e~LJM ~cai. Me Ail. pvk I O» i v v. v~
December 2, l980; and i.t requested the assi.stance of the

Qni. ted States in locating six Canadians who had also been0 stopped at that checkp iint wi, Z Father Britto.D
Despite its initial show of activity, the Montezzosa

Commission soon slowed its pace. On December 20, 1980, the

commission adjourned foz the traditional three-week Christmas
~74recess, ~ and, when the commission eventually resumed its

0 "investigation" in January, 1981, its efforts were unimpres-,

sive. Consistent with Colonel Nontezzosa's statement to us

that the commission had no serious interest in connecting
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security forces with the crime, the commission obtained and

relied upon false exculpatozy statements from guardsmen on

duty substantially ident'cal to those collected by Major

Zepeda. ~75/

Although the United Sta"es was, as requested,

providing investigative assistance, that assistance was

Largely ignored. United States sugge"tions that the most

elementary 3Jlvestigative steps bd CRken vere greeted vz.th
dist~ or disinterest. Mua, the United Staa!s repeatedly

resp. estcd. to nc avail, that, guardsmen at the checkpoint ana

the burial site be fingerprinted; that airport guardsmen be

vigorously mestioned about the events of December 2; that
the weapons of ~dsmen a the airport be c~cated for
testing; and the lee.~ When pressed to explain his
reason for failing to fingerprint the potential euspects,

4J LAICJ licn C4L 4'Qs4 liReJ) CXpl cLLCLCck g
'* CJGC Q4LS I VIE�' era &is

the political situation in El Salvador. "~ Ee later77

claimec that the commission did not, have the authority to
gerprint the men in question. ~

Thereafter, in February, 1981, Colonel Nonterrosa

began the first. of his many efforts to conclude the commis-
7S/sion's activities. ~ One might be tempted to conclude that,

the Honter osa Commission's failure to uncover useful infor-
mation was the result of mere indifference or fear. We

conclude that it is more probable that Major Zepeda informed

Colonel Monterrosa of Colindrcs Aleman's guilt and that
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Colonel Montezzosa purpose' y chose to conceal the truth.
According to Monterzosa himself in his discussion with us,

Zepeda reported everything he knew to h'~.
More telling then the lines of authority, however,

was ' n event that occuwed on Pobruazy 26, 1981. On that
date aftez much pzodding fzom the United States. Colonel

Montezrosa delivered to an Embassy official fingerprints and

palm prints of three of thc foui guardsmen from whom the
commission had taken written statements: Jose Luis Montezro, sa,
Luis Napoleon Cornego Cubes, and Vida1 Cr~ piche, all

C

guardsmen stationed at the. airport checkpoint, on the day of
80/the murders. Cf. cou-se, since none of these men was

lvcd in the murders, their fingerprints vere essentially
meaningless. M significant event of that, day, however,

was Colonel Monterzosa's pointed failur to produce the

zmgerprm~ ox the Eourth guardsmen who had given a state-
ment, : Subsergeant Colindrcs A2wm.

A month and a'half later, after the special Embassy

evidence had provided the Embassy an indication of Sub-

sergeant, Colindres Aleman's guilt, .but before the Embassy

had revealed that knowt, edge to the Salvado=ans, an Embassy—
official asked Colonel Monterzosa why Colindres Aleman had

not been fingerprinted. Colonel Montcrrosa immediately81/

became defensive and claimed he had taken fingerprints only

fzom those persons zecpxcsted by the Embassy. Pram all the

circumstances, however, wc bel'eve that colonel Montezrosa
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did not provide Colindres Aleman's fingerprints because he

knew —since Major Zeyeda had told him —that Collages Aieman

was responsible for the murders. Nonterrosa feared that
providing Colindres Aleman's fingerprints would enable him

to be identified.
In the period between January and iLyri3. , 1981,

fzustzated at the inactioa of the Monterzosa Commissioa, and

still unc~ that a puryosefiQ. cover-uy was underway,

Embassst offieaals continueeL to apply dirict anci iadizect
pressure upon Colonel Mont~so. Ther asjtM +~&

5unta to press Monterzosa to conduct a meaningful inquizp. ~
President Jose MaytQ. eon ~, whom we interviewed and who

apyeazed to have a sincere interest in the pzosecutioa of
this case, complied with the var}.ous requests of the United

States, and repeatedly instzuctsd Colonel Monterrosa to

pertinent mvestigatL. ve steysL to identify all
securitr force ye sonnel near the airport: to fingerprint
those pezsonnelg and to collectg secursj and test their
weapons. ILesyite instructions from his civilian superior,83/

Colonel Moatezzosa did as little as possible thzoughout the

early spring of 19S1. Taken together, the Monterzosa and

Zeyeda-investigations provide distressing evidence of the

willingness of the Salvadoran miiizarjj' to protect tneir own,

no mat~ what the cost.
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B. The Cover- Is Defeated

Distressed at the apparent inability af the

Nonterrasa Commission to make substantial progress, and

unaware af the covez-up engineered hy Major Zepcda, officers
of the United States Embassy de~ed to da what they

cou1d to identify the killers. In February, 19S1, an Embassy

officer developed information that p"amiscd eventual discovezy

of the identity af the killers. over the next two months,

this special Embassy evidence was proven reliailic. The
4

Emhussy learned th identity af the &~le s; af othe w" t.-
t

nesscs who could pravc the killezs' identity in court, most,

notably Sergeant D'agohczta ~esl and obtained convincing

evidence of the cover-up.

h significant. piece of carzahoration came fram FBI

analysis of two ~dge casings and three spent bullets
ycvvitleai w me lmtaassy ay the salvaaazan government on

Na?ch 2, 19S1.~ On March 17, 1981, the FBI lttborataries

identified the casings and bullets as coming from Heckler

and Koch Q-3 assault rifles, -+ standard issue to the
Salvadozan security farces. Other corroborating evidence

cannot be set forth here because it would tend ta disclose
and thus endanger the nature and sources of the special

Embassy evidence. In any event, after sevezal months of

testing, through the use of corroborating evidence, the

embassy was convinced that the special Embassy evidence was

both genuine and sound.
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8y April, 1981, the Lnbassy had coucluded that
only extraordinary pzessuze would result in the arrest End

prosecution of the killers, and it determined to inform the

Salvadczan authoritiks of the information it had le=rned,

but not its souzce. On April 21, 1981, the Embassy identi-
fied Subsergeant Colindres Aleman to President Duazte.

Seve al days later the Embassy named, to Oefense Minister

Garcia five other guardsmen identified by the special Embassy

evidence. ~ The United States demanded that the killers be86/

sated. Upon learning this. news, Colonel Fides Casanova

ordered the arrest. of the guardsmen who had been idhntifrLkd.

The men were ~ca into custody on April 29, 1981.~
k

The arrest of the guardsmen enabled the FBI to

complete the scientific tests it had begun some months

bef'ozc. On April 30, the FBX obtained the defendants'
S' g~ ' ~ . ' ' ~ ~ t. .~ —.C

v' '. ' [ ~~4 ~ M~ Q L4~j AM'a

Subsergeant Colindres AIeman with a print found on the

churchwomen's v~.~ On May 1, tie weapons of the guards-

men were seixe4, ~ ancL by May 17, the Fsl reported th t one9/

of the seized weapons, which later was identified as belong-

ing to Guardsman Noreno Canjura, had, fired a cartridge found

at the mazda' site-~90/

Although the cover-up had been thwarted, and

evidence of the defendants ' guilt produced, the military

apparently remained ambivalent about the extent to which it,
would cooperate in the prosecution Major Zepeda remained
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in charge of the ."iational Guard's internal ainvestigation, "

and the disclosure of the true facts apparently did litt'e
to deter i~ from his course of concealment. In the period

following the arrests, Zepeda took two maze written state-
91lments from Subsezgeant Colindres Aleman. — In the first,

Colindres Aleman again denied pazticipation in the murders.

In the second, recorded after the FBI had linked his finger-

print to the nuns' van, Colindzes Aleman claimed that he

might have' touched the van in the airport parkinr lot, and

Kg~a d~M~ ed his 9ciit ilia jor Zepeda also interviewed
t

Guardsman Noreno Canjura, who blandly claimed that his ai.fle
could not have beeh involved ~i" che murder because he had.

possessed it, continuously and he had not been involved in

the murder. -l
Qn July 1, 1981, Major Zepeda submitted a second

93o - o olonol v r Casiiiiora — 3e stigma coui' uueu

that he could not, determine the guilt of the guardsmen

because of the "difficulty" in resolving a case so "delicate. "

He concluded that, only the civilian courts could make a

deterntination of guilt and that he had exhausted the resources

at his disposal. Other than Major Zepeda's meager efforts,
Salvadoran attempts to investigate and prosecute the guards-

men were virtually nonexistent throughout the summer and

fall of 1981.
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C. The Medrano Vorkin Croun

By the fall af 1981, the United States ~c' assy

recognized that the Salvadoran au&critics were evidently

content to let the defendants remain in prison while doing

nothing to pzasecute the crime. The Embassy determined ta
pzess all the harder for a c ezious investigation, which, for
palitzcal zeasons, wauld ha. e to camr. undez the aegis af the
Montezzosa Commission.

Qn December 4, 1981, the Commission cgzeed to the

appointment of a vore group, composed oi praiess ana'

i"vestigatazs and backed by ~cal assis~ce fram the

United Sta es, to conduct the investigation. —~ Cn

December 7, 1981, the Fiscal General (the chief Salvadaran

prosecutor) and his deauty agreed, ta this concept as well. ~
The var)cing gzaup was formally established on December 9 by

96/+ozone& v wes &4cs&ava. — Zd&cnal Guam ma]or

Jose Adalfo Medrano vas appointed ta head the gzoup.

The work of the Medrano working group is one af
the encoux'aging chapters in the Salvadaran handling af the

churchvomen murders case. Zt stands in sharp contrast to
the previous two investigations described herein, and was

pursued with thoroughness and persistence The Medzano

vorlcing gz'aup vas the fiwt successful attempt by an agency

of the Salvadoran government ta investigate the murders in a

systemataic and dete~ed vay. In tvo months time, the

vazlcing group, under the able leadership of Major 'Nedzana,
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was able to question more than a dozen important witnesses,

gain a confession, and gather valuable physical evidenc

One of the reasons the Nedrano working group was

so successful was that, with its establishment, ongoing

technical assistance vas provided by the FBI at every :ep.
Similarly, Emhassy personnel were pzesent for evezy session

of the Nedzano working group. Thu*-, the Kedrano working

gzoup became an organized, joint effort by Major Medrano of
the National Cuard, detectives of the National Police, the

FBI Regional legal attache and his FSZ colleagues who
I

appeared fzom time to time to cazzy out special activities
4'4as ~—a a-aa. no i «al 1~~»~t Qr ~~nge~ir'~~t w'~yeas'

and representatives f om the United States Enhassy.

Representatives from the office of the Fiscal ~al also

participated in wozking group sessions

Within days of his appointment on December 9,

l98l, Kajor Medzano had interviewed two of the aizpozt fuel

workers rho vere on duty on the day of the muzders concezn-

ing the dispensing of airplane fuel possibly used by the

guardsmen in their jeep; » Jose Vidal r~ Piche, one of97/

the guardsmen stationed at the airport;~ the fouz guards98/

of Hecmr Eezreza's estate, who witnessed the van passing

back and forth to the murder-site that evening and Jose

Luis Flontezrosa, another guardsman stationed at the airport. ~
These interviews weze crucial to the case. They provided
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the first public evidcn'ce of the fact suzzounding the

crime.

The first important bxcak for Major Medzano was

his interview on December U. of Guardsman Crux Piche.~
Crux Piche, whom Major Medzano had known yzeviousl~ and

who apparently felt comfortable with the investigatox,
conf'dcd' that on the night. of the murders he had seen

Colindzes Alemaa, Contzezas Recinos, Moxeno Can jura, Caaales

Ramizcx, and two others depart the airport in the post's
Toyota jeep shortly after 7:QQ p.m. , passing thxough Qe
checkpoint where C~ Piche was stationed with Guazdsmeh

1 ~ Mentary usa i41w Coznc] o ivas ~ P1che sDd
when he returned xo ~ 'detachment headquarters at the ead

of hip tour hc found that the s~H who had 1eft esr1 i er werc

dzunlc aad appeared nervous. ~
Medrano reintexviewed Guardsman Cxus Piche oa

December 15, 1981~ Crux Piche amplified his yrevious104/

statement, saying that, Suhsergeant Colindrcs Alcmaa ordered

Guardsman Pezes Nieto to remain at the checJcyoint to detain

all airport traffic for the next ten minutes, aad xhat Pezcs

Nicto had allowed a white microbus to pass without inspection.
Crux pichc reported that he later overheard colindxes Alcman

say "What's doae is done, " aad, aIf fate is agaiast us, we

will have to yay, " or words to that effect. This testimony

was the irst public revelation that Coliadrcs Alemaa had

evez acltaowledged his guilt.
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Guardsman C~ Piche also testified that three

days later he heard a guardsman say that he had been told by

guard. .men wha had accompanied Colindzes Aleman that the

vic~ were "subversive nuns, " that "we took subversive

p oyaganda from them, " and that another guardsman had some-

how obtained 5, 000 dollars or colones. He said that eight

days latcz he saw Suhscr'geaat Colindzes Aleman selling
ladies' watches tn the airport area.

Guardsman Jose Luis Moaterrosa confirmed Crux

Piche's statemcat to the Medxano group and named thc six
guazdsmen he saw depart the airport: Colindres Alcman, ' Jose

ELias Sauchex, Francisco Orlando Contzeras Recinos, Jose
k

Roh~~m Marena Can3uza, Adriaa Ramixcx, and Daniel Cauales

Ramizes. 'two days after thc murders, Luis Mantczzosa105/'

saw Coliadres Alcmaa with a la~ amount, of money purchasing

a television set. furniture, and other items. as well as

selling a taye recorder, watches, rings, and eyeglasses.

Luis Moatczrosa testified that he overhearC guardsmen say

. that "they were subversive nuns aad had suhvezsive yzopa-

gauda, " and that Colindres Aleman said "Xt hayyened todaya

if' our turn comes uy, we' ll have to yay foz it,."
'Dazing this period the Medzana gzoup also took

statements of Luis Mayolean Cornejo Cuhas, the third guards-

man at the aizpazt checkpoint, Corporal isabel Acpuno Giron,

~ the deputy commander of the aizpozt National Guazd detach-

meat, and Guardsman Pezes Mieto, who had been oa patrol at
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the terminal and had spotted the nuns. Taken together, the

statements significantly tightened the chain of evidence of

guilt and provided a fairly complete picture of the events

of December 2, 1980.

Xn his December 17, 1981 statement, — airport106/

Guardsman Luis Napoleon Coznjeo Cubes confirmed the state-
ments of Quardsman Crux Piche and Luis Yonterrasa, and

revealed that, he had learned ~t on the night of the

muzdezs Colindzes Aleman brought back a syaze tiz», which a

few days later he gave to a friend at, the nearby '"icacondoa

cotton plantation. Ee also saw Colindres Aleman and his
five companions burn wamen's clothing behind the National

Quezd command past several days sf~~ the k" llings.
Corporal Qizon testified that about 5130 p.m. , he

overheard Bubsezgeant Co3.indres Aleman talking by teleyhcne
107/

~1»e m i wL& w~ w we a»»a o» c

Thereafter', Ciron ~ware, Colindres Aleman ordered five

guardsmen ta dzess in civilian clothes, and they departed

. with him in the detachment ]eey at about, I:00 p.m. Qizon

testified that later that evening he received a telephone

call from Calindres Aleman, asking for a eylacement vehicle.
Gizon borrowed a blue pic3cup truck and a driver from the

cammandez of the aizpart Customs Police, and directed the

d»iver to proceed ta E3. Rasazio La Pa@ to meet Calindzes
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Ciran further stated that he saw the pickup truck

etuzn with the guardsmen shortly before midnight, observed

the guardsmen remove a tire and sevezal cartons from the

~mck, and later heard that Suhsezgeant Calindzes 9 leman

0 took the tire to a friend at the "anaconda" cotton plantation
the next. day. PinaLly, Qizpn said, that on az about December 7,
1980, Colindres Alcman told him that "they werc subversive

women. I da not think there will be a problem. " ..his
implicit acknowledgment of guilt by Colindrcs Aleman consti-
~tea his third extzajudicia. coafessieu in gabe record.

Qn December 22, 1981, Narcazito P. "~- '-'~-ta, the

guardsman an patrol" in front of the airport terminal who had
k

4 the nuns, gave a decepti;c statemen .~ ~@augh
Pezex Nieta acknowledged reporting to Suhsergeant Colindzcs

Aleman that twa "suspicious looking foreign women wcze in
"e a'zport taiga', '* na ciaimea that ' aiwuzes weman an y

ozdercd him to go ta the checkpoint ta search all out-going

traffic, which he claimed he did foz five oz ten minutes

without singling out any pazt culaz vehicle. He stated that
ane of the three white vans he remembered seeing may have

been dz'vcn hy one af the women. he had'scen eazlier in the

terminal. At this initial interview, Perex Kieto faile4 ta
reveal that he had seen Calindrcs Aleman depart. with five
other guardsmen in civiLian clothes ta stop the white van.

Ee likewise only ahscurely alluded to Calindzes kleman's

instmctians to him to hold all traffic except for the white
~.--van=-~ s ca Lsgxcc.

' th
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On December 23, the Nedrano working group

interviewed the airport Customs commander. ~ Ee corrcb-~109 I

orated. Cozporal Giron's statement that et about 11:00 p. m.

on the night of the murders, Giron asked him to loan the

Customs Police vehicle in order to pick up Colindres Aleman

and the others. He said that he sent his vehicle and driver

to get the guardsmen and that his driver l.ater informed him

that the guardsmen had put bloodstained women's cI.o ~g in
the truck. The following day, Christmas Eve, the Hc'.d ano

group interviewed manana Rea5, ejeno, the maid at the National

Guazd airport barracks, ~ who testified, that in late110/

Decembez, 1.980, a guardsman gave he" a woman's ski~ as a
C4

Early in January, 1982, the Nedzano working group

interviewecl Victor Melgar Garay, the Customs Police duty

ci?'J.ver wno nao px.eked up one group or guarctsmen 1I1 SJ
Rosazio La Pas oa the night of the murders. ~ Melgar

Gazay described the unloading and. burning of the white

miczobus on the highway to La ~ertad, and testified that
he had been warned to keep silent about what he had seen.

Zn the same period, the Medzar. o group began to amass the

physical evidence that linked the six guazdsmen to the

czime. The wheel, ti e, and jack s olen from the church-

women's van were recovered, by the wo king group f om the

nearby plantation where they had been taken by Colindres
~112
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The working gzaup interviewed Adzian Ramizez

Palacias and Jose Elias Sanchez Cuzman, guardsmen detained,

together with the killers, ou January 11 and 12, 1982. Each

confirmed that he had seen Subsezgeant Calindzes Alemau and

~ his group depart fzam the airport on the night, of December 2,
1980, and that Colindzes Aleman had. later possessed personal

azticles fram the van.~
Sanchez Guzman added critical inczitttinating state-

ments he hacK heard fram the defendants during his period of
Ica ce ation vith them. ~ He stated that while in prison

C

Guardsman Nazeno Canjuza had admitted that, after the voamx

we e shat, Ãozeno Canjura sav that one af them vas still
alive and that he had used his cvn rifle ta kill he

Sanchez Guzman swore as. veil that he artd Ramizez Palacios
were threatened by' the defendants that they would be killed
if they talked about the case after they were zeleased.

Finally, Sanchez Cuznum provided an important clarification
about, the culpability aL' Quardsman Riveza Franco, which0 latm enabled the prosecution to use Riveza Franco as a

vitness against the killezs: although Fiver'a Franca had

pazticipated in the kidnapping of the women, he vas not one

of the killers; he had stayed behind with the disabled jeep

at Rosazio La Paz

The various witnesses' statements had regularly

identified ane guardsmen not in custody, Carlos Joaquin

Contrezas Palacios, as among tbe six men who had abductecl
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the churchwamen and, at &Ne same time, had generally
omitted mention of ot.e guardsmen in custody, Adrian Ramire"

palacios. This evidence, «oge«her with the sim' larity in
names, led «he irking group to conclude by late December

that Ramizez Palacios was not involved in the murders. ~1

During the f'zst week in January, 1982 the Nedrano working

group had lo:ated Contzezas Palacios or cpxest. 'oning ~1

On January 14, 1982, the wozking group received a

major bzes3c: Contrezas Palacias confessed to h-.s oartici-
pation in the murders, ~ Because Contr~ as Palacios had

117/

been belatedly identified and had nat been incarcerated' with
I

the othez five defmudants, he apparently had nat been subject
ta group pressuze ta present. a joint alibi. Rather, remozse-

ful over having raped and murdered women who he later learned
weze nuns, Contreras Ealacios, when apprehended, provided

the first batw4cioattt ar'r. htrnt ot' tbo

Qndez Salvadaran law (common in many civil law

countries), the testimony af a participant in the czime

cannot he used against the others. ~ Thus, Contreras118~

Palacios' canfession was, technically, admissible only

against him. It was significant, nonetheless. Pizst, it
provided full cozzohoration af the evidence initially pra-

C'

vided hy the special Embassy evidence and thereafter pain-

stakingly developed by the FBI and the Nedrana working

group. Second, the confession would be admissible against
Contzezas palacios at the joint tzial of all the defendants.
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Thus, although it was technically of limited admissibility,
it would still have a significant, psychological effect on

the j urors, assuring them of Me defendants' guilt.
contreras Palacios swore that he and the others,

dressed in civilian clothes, left, the airport command post.

at Yr00 p.m. , and stopped, and searched, the churchwomen's van

about a half mile from the airport. ~ Re said that, they
then drove with the van towards 'El Rosario La Pls, but that,

they had engine tzouble with the jeep, forcing them to leave
it in El Rosario; with a quardsman (Piv ze P anco) to safe-

I

guard- it. Thereafter, they drove to a deserted spot several
miles southwest of' San Pedro Nonualco, wheze Colind. es

r
Aleman ordered them to stop and the churchwomen to get out..

The guardsmen pzoceeded to rape the women and.

then, at Colindzes AIeman's ordezs, shot, and killed them.

Zhey cnen recurneu co EL,Rosazxo, picked up the guardsman

left there, and dzove down the coastal highway, where they

burned the van Contreras Palacios stated that he did not
know of any other orders that We women be killed and that,

only Colindres A1emsn ozdered them 'to kill the "s~ive"
nuns. (When Contzeras Palacios was reinterviewed, partially
at our suggestion, in October, 1983, he alfred this last
testimony and claimed that Colindzes Aleman told him he had

been ordered to kill the women, but that Colindzes regularly
used such explanations to justify his orders. )
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On the same day that the working group obtained

cantrcras Palacios' confession, it began the process of
administering polygraph examinations to the suspects.
Although polygzaph evidence is inadmissible in El salvador,

as it is in the United, States, the working group recognised,
at the urging of United States representatives, th t the
skiLlcd use of the polygraph can be an impoztant investiga-
tive tool. Zt can provide a basis for evaluating the credi-
bility of witnesses. Maze impoztahtly, many a witness.
coufzontcd with an impending polygraph cxami. -.-'art a- "",e
fact that he has failed ane, decides ta teLl thc truth. I

This happened thx'cc times during the eau~a of the po1yg. .aph

examinations in Ms case, all of which weze administcrcd by

an expezicnccd Spanish speakincr FSI polygraphcz.

Three of' thc suspect did nat altar their testimony

coacczuina thc nntrR~~ i~ ewer l afore o~ ~e+i
C i 7

exam: Quazdsman Francisco Orlando Cantzezas Recinos, ~
Quardsman Daniel Canalcs ~cr'v —I and. Quazdsman Jose
Rohczta i4oreno Canjura. Monetheless, the FBX polygraphczX22/

concluded that all three —and a fourth, Subsergcant; Ca'lindres
123/A1cman——werc lying when they denied involvement in the

czime. During the polygraph examination, Colindrcs Alcman

was also asked whether he had bean order'ed by anyone ta
commit the cree. Significantly, the polygraphcz concluded

that his denial of zccciving highcz ardexs was truthful ~124
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Although subsergeant, Calindres Aleman did not

confess during the course of his polygraph examination. he

did alter his previous testimony in an incriminating way. ~12S /

Prior to the polygraph examination, Colindres Aleman had

consistently claimed that he and his men vere an duty at the

airport on the night af December 2. During the ccurse of
the pre~aminatian interview, Colindres Aleman altered his
testimony ta concede significant incriminating details. For
the fizst. time, Calindres Aleman admitted receiving a tele-
phone call fram Pere Mieta at about 3:00 p.m. on ecamber

1980, reporting two suspicious persons at the airport, gus
conceding he was ou notice of the chuzcbwomen's presence at

airport.
Subsergeant, Colindres Aleman also altered his

+ stimony to link al' the suspects together. Ee admitted

at aaout r t00 p. ttx. he LtitAe«. ed Fx~l~~u ~Aiauua

Cantzeras Recinos, Daniel Canales Ramires, Carlos Joaguin

Cantrezas Palacios, Salvador Rivers Franco and Sose Robezto0
Moreno Cangura, the remaining suspects, to change into

civilian clothes so that they' cauld a3;l drive into El Rosario

Da Pas. Despite this czitical concession. Colindres Aleman

claimed that the purpose of the trip was anly to get gas for
the unit stove, and that they returned at about 10:00 p.m.

Nargarita Peres Nieto, the aizpozt guardsman wha

called Subsezgeant Colindres Aleman to report to him the

movements of the churchwomen from. the airport, had signifi-
Stat 4 hi.s lcztowledga 't his initial iz."«zview.
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En January, 1982 he took and failed a polygraph, and then

elected to tell the truth. ~ On January 15, 1962 Perez126/

Nieto confessed that he had been orde ed by Subsergeant

Colindres Aleman to allow the chttrchwomen'a van to pass

through the checkpoint, and that he had 4one so. Ee added

that he had had no previous instructions to look foz the

churchwomen at, the airport and that. he was unaware of any

such instructions to anyone in the National Guard unit, at
the airport.

Salvador .Rivera Franco, the guardsman who accom-
I

panied Subsergeant Colindres Aleman aud the chuzchwomen to

Zl Rosazlo La. Pa@,; where he remained behind to guard the

jeep, also provided significant additional information upon

being confronted with the polygraph. ~ Initi. &ly, Riveza

Franco had offered no useful e ldence in the ines''~ation.
At the commencement of the polygraph session, however,

Riveza Franco indicated that he wished to make a statement,

and did so. Rivera Franco thereupon identified the guards-

men who had accompanied Colindzes Aleman and the nuns from

the airport access road; described the' search of the' church-

women's van on the airport access road; des~ed the return

from El Rosario La Pas after the murders along the coastal

road to the spot where the van was burned; and stated that
ac~eral of the suspects had confessed to him that they had

Waled the ~omen.
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Firally, a polyg aph examination helped to exonerate

another of the earl' er accused, Guardsman Jose Elias Sanches

Gunnan. Like Ramirez Palacios, he had been imorisoned. as otte

of the original six accused, but. then was released upon the

development of exonerating evidence, inclu"'ng the = nfese'o".

of Contzezas Palacios and the state tents of va ious witnesses

excluding Sanches Quman from the group of six guardsmen who

had abducted the women. As a final test, Sanchex Gusman was

submitted to a polygraph examination. which he passed.

Thereupon, the working group concluded that, h;.s continued

denial of part='c'pation in the murde s was

On February 9, 1982, the Nedrano working group

having completed 1.ts activities, major Hedza"c fozwa dad ""e
investigative file to General Vides Casanova. ~ General

vides Casanova, in turn. forwazded the file. with the jack,
tize, and skirt, seized during the investigation. to the

st Penal Judge in Zacatecoluca on Februazy LQ. At the

same time. he consigned uo the court, Colindres A' eman,

Contzeras Recinos, Noreno Canjura, Contzeras Palacios,
Canales Rami=es and Rivers Franco; stating that they had

been discha-ged from the National Guard and arrested foz

theiz participation in the deaths of the four churchwomen. ~
D. The Civ'I Investi ation

The evidence assembled by the Nedrano working

group remains the principal evidence of the

defendants'
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guilt. Ãanetheless, as the civil authorities created their
own record to support the prasecutian during the ensuing

months, several significant pieces of additional evidence

werc developed.

Perhaps mast important of these was the evidence

of Subsergcant, Coiindres Aleman's confession ta his superior,

sezgeant Dagabczto Martinez. The special Embassy evidence

identified Sergeant Martinez in 1981 as ane to whom Colindzes

Aleman had canfi. dhd his guilt. By January, 1982, Martinez

was living in Los Angeles, having left El Salvador and the

National Cuard in January, 1981. . Ee was lacated there and

intezviewed by the FBI, but hc denied any jtnawledge whatsa-

evez about the events os' +e d z ~
When the FBI reported these results bac3t ta El

Salvador, Embassy officials jtnawledgeable about the special
Embassy evidence were unsatisfied. They suggested that thc

FBI reinteWew Sergeant Martinez with the assistance of a

polygraph ezamination. ~ Once again, the threat of theXM/

Lie detector provoked a change in testimony. Faced with the

test, Martinez confessed that. skortly after the killings
and during a meeting af the Natianal @card called by Colonel

-V1ctes Casanova to ask whether any guardsmen were respousi'lc,
Subsczgeant Colindres Aleman approached Martinez and conceded

that he was responsible for the "problem regarding the nuns. "~
ez explained that he had advised Colindzes Aleman to Keep

that information to himself for the moment, but to canfess it to
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De Di"actor of the National Guard in accord with the Director' s

es

Another significant piece of additional evidence

obtained in JulY, 1983. Judge Rauda had refused, under

Salvadaran laW, tO admit intO the trial reCOrd eVidenCe

obtained outside the territorial boundaries of El Salvador

or outside his supervision. ~ For this zeason, he

rejected the admissibili y of both the ballistics and

fingerprint evidence obtained bY the FSX. As tive case was

readied foz trial in the summer of 1983. and in Da~ at our
t

suggestion, the FBI agreed to transport its ballistics
ecpxiyment to El Salvado- and Main a Salvadoran national in

r
the testing process. ~ tshen this was done, Judge cauda

was able to produce two more weapons. previouslY unkno~,

attributable to the defendants. The ballistics test. Linked,

one of these nevlv discovered weanons. that of Conz eras

Palacios, to the czime, thezabY providing another direct,

link between the defendants and the murder. ~
Vnfoztnnately, it was impossible to replicate the

fingerprint evidence linking Subsezgeant, Colindzes Aleman to
the nuns' van. The original fingezprint had-been obtained

by an FBI ~cian in Decembez, 1980, shortlY after the

killings, and processed in Washington. ~ According to~137/

Judge Rauda, it was inadmissible foz two reasons: {L) the

fingezpzint had been taken fram ~M van without the authoritY

of the ~estigating judge; and, (2) it had been analyzed

by a non-Salvadoran. ~ Zn 1983, an effort was made to
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duplicate thc process in'an admissible fashion. ~ The

Salvadozan autharitics had done nothing, however, to preserve

thc van and, nat surprisingly, the fingerprint could no

longez hc located some two and one-half years late
During aur tziy ta Kl Salvador, wc attempted to

~ exylorc ways in which the fingerprint obtained hy the FBI

cauld nonetheless be used. Both the prosecutors and yrivatc

attozneys retained hy the Embassy persuaded us that the

fingerprint would not he admitted during the inv~ stigatory
stage of the proceedings. ~ It is yassihle, however, as
"e shall explain below, that thc fingerprint could nanethe-

t
less he used in the argument sec 'an af thc trial, when

othezwisc inadmisiihle evidence may he presented to the

III ~ IÃVOIVEFKNT QF HIGHER AUTHORITIES

Since the day the bodies of the churchwomen wezc

found, there has been a widely held susyicion, at least in

~ the United States, that, higher officers in the Salvadoran

security forces werc invalvcd in the murders. Indeed, at
the outset of our mission, we shared that suspicion. Vc

frankly douhte4 that, an enlisted National Guard member wauld

have undertaken on his awn initiative the rape and murder of
four North American women, even in a society as violent as

EL Salvador. F'or this reason, we considered it an important0
part, of aur mission ta do what we could ta heLp resolve the
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question. The Salvadozans had done little to address it
direc ly. 1t had taken enough American effort simply to

persuade th* prosecutors to pursue tne murders themselves,

and we saw little hope that a full. -fledged investigation cf
possible higher involvement would ever be unde~en, at
least absent concrete evidence of the sort used to force the

investigation of Subsergeant Colindres Aleman and guardsmen

under bis command.

We resolved, therefore, to do what. we coxid to

uzgc the prosecuting authorities to gather evidence relevant

co the question of higher involvement, while at the same,

~'-e cx"e-Uly reviewing the evidence ava'ladle to us w an

attempt to -esolve the question for ourselves. Tn particular,
we wished the Salvadorans to zemterview guardsmen Perem

and c'r n+warsg galas i cs s 4c» iI+~ w b'av a~a w spo itsr» Lf'qua

the chuzchwomen at the airport and his conversations with

Colindzes Aleman apparently led to their abduction. We did

not believe he had been sufficiently questioned about these

~ subjects. We hoped that new questioning would illuminate

Colindzes Aleman' s specific mot' vatlon. Unfortunately, we

learned that, after giving his statement to Judge Rauda,

Peres Hieto had been reported missing in action since

January, 1983 .—141/
J

We asked that, Contzeras Palacios be reintarviewed

because, as the sole confessing guardsman, he was in a
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position to shed light about what, if anything, Colindzes

Aleman had said about his orders a subject on which we

believed Contzezas Palacios had been insufficiently ques-

tioned earlier. Contzezas Palacios did give new testimony

in which he expanded, aud contradicted, his earlier testi-
mony by stating that Colindzes Aleman had indeed claimed, in

directing the guazdsmen to kill the women, that the orders

came from highez up.~ Contzezas Palacios added thatL42/

Colindzes Aleman zegu1azly used. this sort of justification
with his troops. For reasons set out below, we ultimately

a ~iy ' cance Qf Ns tes Qmo?Ly. b'4 v 1 s sex +ed

further to underscore the importance of a resolution of the0 higher-up cruestioit.

We aLso asked the Salvadozan authorities to inves-

tigate links between the killers and security forces xn

chalatenango and La Libeztad, where the churchwomen had

lived and worked. we sought. to clarify, to the extent

possible, whethez any ef the defendants had contacts with

those cities that would suggest their participation in a

conspiracy to murde", or whether of icers in those cities
had had contacts with the airport that would suggest the

same. At the same time, we asked that fingezprints of
guardsmen in Chalatenango be obtained so that they could be

compared with fingerprints found on documents that thzeatened

the churchwomen in Chaiatenago. ALthough fingerprints have
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now been ah~.ained from the secur"'"y forces commanders at
Cha3. atenanga and analyzed wi2out positive results, -o the

best of ouz knowledge, other security forces personnel

stationed there have yet to be fir ge~rinted.
Thus, the record from which we have had to work is

not as complete as we would have liked, or as would have

been assembled for a comparable murder investigation ln the

Un"'ted States. Nonetheless, we deem the issue too important

to leave without discussion. We have undertaken to weigh

-the evidence availahlc ta usa as'hest we can. We ', save analyzed

which the testimony was taken. We have made judgments about,

the czedibili. ty K particular witnesses. We have pplied

ouz various experiences as prosecutors and judge to the

facts of this case. And, contrazy ta our initial supposi-

tion, we have concluded that„ fram the evidence now

received higher orders to commit this crime. We believe

that, he acted on his own initiative.
An analysis of' the higher ordczs question begins

with a definition of terms. Tn the broadest sense, highe"

orders could simply mean an undezstanaing among the security

farces in El Salvador, fostered by their superiors, that.

crimes af violence. no matter haw autzageaus or unjustified,

wauld not be prosecuted. We do not believe that is what

concerns those who bel'eve Subsergeant Calindzes Aleman was

orde ed to cammit tlms c ime. Nonethe'ess, the existence of
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this atmosphere is important in resolving the more particuLar
cuestion, far 't is clear to us that in EL salvada in 1980.
and perhaps still today, there was a general tolerance oi
cr'mes of violence by the mil'tazy. At the time of this
crime, sa ar as we aze aware, few, if any, national guards-0 men had ever been civilly prosecuted for murder, even

though estimates of murdered civilians ran up to 40, 000,

many a'legedly at, the hands of thc military. Thus, we

conclude that officezs of the salvadaran military forces,
whether by direction, inactivity or tolerance,

4 «Zei — t"'ops 'ere Dove Me law

encouraged
I

This brings us to the mare Meet higher-up ., :as-
Dad sons hi raw' ~ ct~ I — - rr.'o y»wz»c (»»»» icazs) oi»ez 4u!)

sergeant colindres Aleman to muzdez the women he had abducted

at the El salvador airpart, ' either after hearing of Gm«~~&"

Pcrez Hieto's suspicions ori because he had previously planned

to murder some or all af the women, knowing that they would

be at the airport on the night, of December 29

The most, direct evidence that some highez officcz
ordered the Rid.Ling comes from the statements af Cuazdsmen

contrczas Palacios and Valle Espinosa. Contzczas Palacias
has testified in his second'intezview that, in diz~ng the

guazdsmen to shaat the ~omen, Subsezgeant Polindzes Aleman

said he was doing so because af superior orders. ~ in

~ addit' on. Valle =spinosa has testi ied that Colindzes Alcman

sa' d substantially the same in ordering him ta participate
in the roadblock. ~
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In addition to the direct testimony of Concreras

Palacios and Valle Espinoaa, Cere is carta' n circ' mstantial
evidertce as well. To some American observers at least. it
seems unlikely that Subsergeant Colindres Alemen w uld

abandon his duty post at the airport, t ogether with five cf
his troops, unless he had authorizatior, to do so. Hore

generally, there is evidence of hostil ty between the mili-~ and the church in El Salvador and, in particular,
between the military and church workers in Chalatenango.

ouz intezviews with Salvadozan officers reinforced this
occlusion: thei ~osity xwa ds ""e church was o'='. :

Colonel Nonterrosa. was perhaps most blunt. He openly spec"-
Kt'w'i F28& &he churchwomen we~e b = e' elves,

W~t the miliuar7 might weLL have wished them dead. ~
This hostilitv manifested itsel f directly with

respect, to Murchworkers in Chalatenango, where Sisters Ford

and Clarke were based. Kilitary personnel stationed there

regularly harassed churchworkczs by, for example, blocking

~ ent~ to the church with their cars and hat'anguing them

about their alLeged subvezsive activities. ~ By thc fall
o 1980, this hostility had become even more threatening.

In November, 1980, a sign was posted on the parish
door in Chalatenango that could be read to th-eaten the

lives of those working with the chuzch there. ~ on

~ December 2, the day of the muzdezs, Father Kfrain fbpez, the

pazish priest in Chalatcnango, reportedly received a letter
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threatening those working for the church in Chalatenango. —
Dater on Decker 2, the sacristan of the Chalatenango

church allegedly was approached and shown a List. of people

ta be killed that included the names of Sisters Ford and

clarke. ~149

Moreover, a possible opportunity existed fax the

militaxy to Leazn that the churchwomen would be at the

airport on December 2. In 14ovemhez, 1980, MazyknoLL nun

Madeline Dozsey sent a telegram to Sister' Ita Ford describ-

ing her tzavel plans to the Managua Conference az.d suggest. -
~t Sisters Ford and Clarke return with hez to Fl ~

Salvador on December 2.~ If the telegram weze inter-ESO/

cspted by Salvadoran intelligence officers, the pc,ssibiliQ
existed for arranging an. ambush.

Ominous though the above recital may sound, it is
nonetheless guite a ways distant from direct. proof of higher

~vcs v cmWw slVrO LIIIQQl AIILI g I 4LQUV 4il4J J Ol 5 t 'NY QCI i C+ C

some of this evidence is more ambiguous than it may seem,

and supports the theory that, Subsergeant Colindres Aleman

acted on his own initiative as readilY as the theory that, he

received highez ozdezs. The remaining evidence, we believe,

is both of dubious probative value and substantially out

weighed by the evidence inclining against higher involvement.

First, we believe the testimony of Guardsman

Contzezas Palacios and valle Espinosa to be, upon analysis,

neutraL. Although both have tesMfied that, in the couzse
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of ordering them to participate, Suhsezqeant Colindres

Aleman told them that he had "superior orders" attd although

we have no "eason to disbelieve this testimony, it is not

conclusive of anything. It would not he surprising if a

non-commissioned guardsman of inferior rank like Colindzes

Aleman used the guise of "superior orders" to motivate his
troops, whethez he had such orders or not„particularly when

asking his men to commit a blatantly illegal act. Indeed,

Contzezas M.acios's own statement supports this conclusion.
Ee obsezved that Colindres Aleman regula'rly justified his
orders Gn such a brevis, and cpeil ared that Coltwd~ s s

had done so this time so that, he would not have to hear the0 full responsibility for his order. Thus, the testimony of
Contzeras Palacios and galls Zspinosa does not. necessarily
support an inference either way.

we also conclude that the general animosity between

Me church and the ttu. ixtary does not necessarily support, a

conclusion of higher-up involvement. .j The% belief, tolerated
and even encouraged hy officers of the security forces, that
the Church and its workers were subversive could well lead

lower-ranking soldiers to believe that church workers were

faiz game for harassment or wozse. Thus, we believe the

animosity serves as well to explain Colindzes Aleman's own

motives for thc crimes —and his own, belief that. h's ace
, werc justified —as it does to suggest that his superiors0
werc necessarily involved.
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Colindrcs Aleman' s wil'ingness to abandon his

a'zport post also does not support an inference either way.

His action was, we believe, consistent wiD the structure

within the National Cuazd at the time. As we learned in the

course of ouz mission, Subsczgeant Calindrcs Aleman had wide

latitude in the daily functions of thc unit he commanded. ~151/

His superiors visited his post only occasionally, and this

lack of command control was and is a major concern of the

Salvadoran high command. Until recently, the nuaber of
officczs was quite low in proportion ta the number of posts
sad gnard iten to supervise. ~ Moreover, arxspo=~

and communication, acilitics werc limited, making it diffi-
c&t foz officers to cantral m. w ~De field.

Ve also do nat accord much weight to Sister Darsey's

telegram as providing an opportunity for the military to

learn about the chuzchwomen's travel plans. As we learned.

the intelligence network in El Salvador is quite primitive. ~
There is na reason to believe that the telegram was intcz-

~ heptad and, if it had hccn, we doubt that it would have been

read by anyone with a particular interest in Sisters Ford and

Clarke. Moreover, even if the tclcgram were intercepted and

routed to a pezson interested in securing the demise af the

nuns, the ~egram did no maze than suggest that they travel

on Deccmbe Z. It was, it seems to us, an insufficient
bas's on which ta cons~et a plan to abduct and murder the

women.
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Finally, we conclude that there s no likely
connection between the Chalatenango death threats and the

murders. The threats vere not directed at Sisters Clarke

and Ford in particular, and thus suggest no reason vhy those

nuns would be singled out for detention and murder at the

airport, some distance f om Chalatenango. moreover, if the

threats were serious, ve see no reason vhy they would not

have been implemented in Chalatenango —where they vould have

the maximum detczent effect on the local church vorkers-
rather than in another, faz- avay part of the country.

t
mplementing the e'-"ats in a disant m''' ta y "st '="

t

would have recpired a level of coordination and coope a '."..
"e w—.- Lc thaw. ohsa red ~ or unde " sod to be p= sane

the Salvadoran secuzity forces. At the same time,

such coordination were 0 rouged, it wort t d h avc neccss x ~1y
involved additional guardsmen in t e killings and thus

needlessly incrcascd the chances that, the conspirators would

be exposed.

If the thzeats were causally connected vith the

~ killings, Subsergcant Colindres Aleman would necessari' y

have had to he on the alert for the churchwomen. The evi-
dence of Pares ¹ieto, which we credit and discuss further
below, however, demonstrates that Colindzes Aleman was not

antic'pating the arrival of the churchwomen. Finally, in

our experience, death threats rarely lead so directly to0 murder, at least vithout, thai" authors leaving sufficient
time for the threat to have its desired intimidating effect.
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If the author- of the death threats truly intended immedi-

ately ta kill the churchwomen, there was na reason ta issue

the tb "eats.
1n sum, much of the evidence allegedly supporting

higher involvement in the muzdez is, in our view, actuallr
neutral and supports either canclusian. The remaining

evidence is of dubious probative value. No: e importantly,

however, there is substantial evidence that, we believe,
points the other way.

First, there is the evidence af Subse=gcant

Colures Aleman's behavior during Ze crime itself.
this regard. , the testimony of Pezex Nieta, the ai-part
guard, is crucial. As an initial matter, we regard his

s~ony as truthful because of the manner in wnicn it. was

given: an initial deception, followed by significant
revelations after ailing a polygraph examination. If
truthful, Ms testimony xs inconsistent with highez orders.
Were there a pzearrangcd plan to abduct the women, it is

0 conceivabLe to us that Colindres Aleman would not have

warned Percs Nieto to be on, the alert for thea. Nat only

did Pcrcs .Nieta affirmatively deny any such orders, but he

also simultaneously provided a plausible and independent

explanation far why the churchwomen werc stapped: because

he believed they were suspicious. Pezcs Nieto's reaort to
coLindrcs Aleman of his suspicions is Likewise inconsistent

with higher ordezs. If Calindzes Aleman in fact were
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awaiting the arrival af the women, but for same reason had

neglected to warn Perez iVieto of that fact, Perez Nieto's

eport of their arrival would likely have provoked a mare

far&coming response than me ely "be careful. ."

Second, Subsargeant colindres Aleman' s statements

to his colleagues after the murder are, in aur view, incon-

sistent with higher' involvement. The premise for this
conclusion is that, if he had been ordered to commit the

crime, Colindrcs Aleman would, have felt secure thereafter
that his actions would bc protected fram prosecution. Eis
statements fallowing the crime show no such security. Qn

December 4, 1980, Calindres Aleman told Cruz Plebe that
"what's dane is done'" and "if fate is against tts, we will

1 5+ I
have to pay, "~ or words to that effect. On Decembe- 5,
1980, Colindres Aleman told, exardsman Iuis Hontezzosa "if
auz turn comes up, we will have to pay for it."~ Gn

December 7, 1980, Colindzes Aleman told Carpozal Gizon that
"they wezc subversive wamen. I dan't believe there will bc

any problem. " The~ aze not the wards af a felon secure„156/

in the protection of his patrons. If hc acted at the azdez

of superiors, Calindzes Aleman would, we believe, not have

been so concerned about "fate, " having to "pay, " or whether

hc waul. d have a "problem. "

Thizd, Colindres Aleman's canfession ta Sergeant

Dagabezto Nazt'ncz is inconsistent with thc view that

supeziars were involved. If Colindres Aleman were ordered
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to kill the women bv a supe"ior, there was simply no reasan

fc" him 0 pr hensively tc confess his guil. t ta his immed' ate

supe scr, a sergeant. Or, if he had felt the need tc
confess, we be iev~ it likely that he would. have explained

that the "prcbi~u he had created was a=dered fram above.

In making ~s analysis, like aur analysis of Pezez'Nicta's

evidence, we necessarily treat as credible Sergeant. Dagoberta

Martinez's testimony, and f'or like reasons.

Fourth, the information obtained from the special
Embassy evidence is cansistent with the information from

Sergeant Dagoberta Ha~os. Accor~'"g to»Le spec-a'

a 'an Subse-gean» ""'' "-e" Alama" " "~e-se~
4

gtult. ta Nagor Zcpeda without, ~licatlnq any uigher-

ups. This, again, docs. not seem to us to be a likely
coco~ e v w even»ts 'i »I »»» K 1»rtlSR ~ C. .. .1h»1 5 h» .. t.»1» t

~'

fact. involved. Nore definitively, the special Embassy

evidence also pzovided direct proof, which unfortunately we

are unable ta zcveal without endangering lives, that
Colindrcs Alcman has conceded acting on his awn.

Fifth, the evidence af the Zepeda/Hantezzosa

cover-up, which we have outlined above, shows, we think; a

clear attempt to cavez up a 'czime committed by lower-ranking

saldiezs, and no effort that we can discern to prevent the

ident"' fication of higher-ups.

Sixth, we are convinced that, in light of all the

evidence, thc polygraph resul~ aze worth crediting.
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Subsezgeant Calindzes Aleman was asjced directly, during his

palvgraph exam, whether the assault had been ordered from

abave. The polygraph examiner deemed his denial ta be

truthful. Some crit' cs have suggested that the guestian was

taa nazz'awly phzased to encompass all passible higher orders.

0 Afte review of the &pxestion and careful questioning af the

polygrapher, we conc1ude this criticism is not well-founded.

During the pze-examination interview, Colindres Aleman was

clearly alarmed of the scope of the guestion and, as we

understand it, would have indicated an emotional =esponse ta
""e guestian if there had been any such axdezs, even if +?te

?

auestion were inarzfully nut. ~
JwgQae ~s s whale we t~N'vtr the evl deere of s pcs a f

highex involvement is persuasive and, the evidence ta the

c ntzaxy lavetely, if nat. entirely, speculative. As we noted

at. the outset, the investigation of this guestion has not

been commensurate with its importance, and all the facts are

not lcnown. we welcame the development of further information

. on th's important issue, and would view new evidence with an

open mind. Nonetheless, we believe it would he a disservice
nat to record here auz view, based on Jx evidrnce naw

available, that Suhsezgeant Colindres Aleman acted at his

awn init=ative.
Before we leave the subject af the involvement of

others, we should nate that. zheze is some indication in the

special embassy evidence that Calindres Aleman may have had
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communications about the churchwomen with the National

Police in La Libe tad at some point prior to the murders.

This evidence suggested not that higher-ups in La Libertad

had ordered the killings, but, rather that the police in La

Libeztad had advi. ed, , Suhsergeant Colindres Aleman of some of

0 the churchwomen's involvement in alleged "subversive"

act' vities.
We have done what we could, with the limited

resources available to us, to verify this allegation. 'wc

have found nothing to confizm it, and some evidence to
refu e it. In particular, the special Embassy evidence,
contains an unsttbs+:ant 'ated suggestion that the churchwomen

might have been previously arrested by' the National Police.
All those who worked with Ns. Donovan and Sister Easel in
tv~ ~~~os ~~~~ w~ aha~~ murder --& -"- „-ould ~~-e '---—
of such an azrest, denied to us Chat auy such event had.

~158occurred. ~ Thus, we recozd some reason to doubt, the

allegation, but cannot consider it disprpved. . Nonetheless.

frottt all the evidence known to us, if such a ckmmunication

occuzrcd. it would have been in. the course of an exchange

of intc3.ligence information and would not have amounted to

orders —higher or otherwise —to kill the women.

IV. FALSE LEADS

we bel'eve that. in the course of the investiga-

tions described abave a coherent picture has emerged of the
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events of the night of December 2, 1980. Even so, ia
virtually every investigation, and particularly in a well-

pILblicized one such as this, a substantial LLumbcr of leads,
tips, rumors, and apparent facts arise that must be explored,

even though the vast majority turn out to be immaterial,

incapable of' confizmatioa oz refutation, or simply wzcag.

These are the proverbial "red herrings. "

The investigations of' the churchwomen's murders

have grown their own czop of these issues. beany gucstioas
have been zcsolvcd by the Salvadoran investigations, with

t

the assistance of the Ucu. ted States Government, . Obese Iaay .

be expla=:aed by this zapozt. A fcw Eadcubtcdly «'ll never

be explaineca. La order to zeacn tae conclusions sct forth

ia thc pzecediag sections, we have had to analyze each such

aalsc i.cad as completely as possrble

in light of the available evideace.

ae aalu aa aaes se ' SW

A. Thomas Brackea

On December 17, 4980, Thomas H. Bracken, a United

States citizen, was killed in a shoot-out in the streets of
San Salvador. Just onc week prior, oa December 11, 1980,

Bracken had gone to the United States Embassy ia San Salvador

to of er information about the churchwomen murders. The.

proximity of thc two events has caused some speculati. on as

to whethc" Bracken's appearance at thc Embassy and his

subsequent murder wezc causally connected.
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We have found na such connection. Bracken vas

intezvieved at the Embassy prior to his death, and had na

specific evidence concerning the crimes. —Be offered the159/

theory that the murders had been committed by a right-wing

splinter gzoup, but had no evidence ta support the charge.

Brackmx's stated purpose in coming fozvard vas to trade his

vague ~ors for dismissal of a criminal warrant outstanding

against him in El Paso, Texas. It seems to us clear that
his offer af information vas merely the act of a desperate
man t~g to find a vay to retuzn to the United States.

An inventory of' Bracken's guarters, after his
r

death, revealed twenty-five molotov cocktails, viretapping
r

ecruipatent, hartdqttrts aatmuuit ion and atilitary msxn&sl s

had told the Embassy that he was employed as an instzuctor

for Ae Salvadoran National Police. It vas in this capacity
that. he apoears ta have met his death Bracken accompanied

several National Police officezs wha were chasing armed

suspects and, in the pzocess of attempting to make the

appzehension, vas shot dead, by one or more af the suspects.
In tt w, the National Police shot and killed ttro of the

suspects. ~ Based on these facts, we find na connection16Q/

between Bracken's contact with the Embassy and his death.

B. The "anadi ans

A group af six canadians together with a salvadaran

pries , Father Bzitta, vas stopped at a military checkpoint
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outside the San Salvador International Airport on December 2,

3980, between about 6:30 p.m. and 7:00 p. m.—Because

they provided the first evidence of military activity around

the airport, their. testimony and thei description of the

guardsmen were initially thought to be significant. we

conclude that their evidence is of little consequence to an

understanding of the facts.
Thc Canadians came to' Bl Salvador to attend the

R)R funerals to bc held on December 3. At the airport, they
met briefly with Sister Rasel and, Ks. Donovan, who were

awa0. ting tne arrival of sisters Ford and Clarke- The

Canadians then left the terminal, before the arrival of
Sisters Ford and, Clarke, with Father Bzitto and the others

from the Archdiocese, and 'an American,

whom they offered a ride.~
sown the road from the airpo~, t.ear a ~ sf f'c

j ' ., 'e) ' 5' e '' 'ppa I o' sc ~ cw'. ~zozmeng

guardsmen, who briefly questioned them and seazched the
vehicles. ~ Because the' guardsmen were in uniform, it is1631

fairly ceztain that they were not Subsergeant Colindres

Aleman and his civilian-attired accomplices. Likewise,

because thc stay occurred pzior to the arrival of Sisters
Ford and clarke and before Colindres Aleman's orders were

issued to s op traffic at the checkpoint (except for the

white van) the stop was not connected with the abduction of
the churchwomen. Rather, we conclude that the stop was one
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undertaken bv guazdsmen at the t"Effic contzol checkpoint,

consistent with the heightened tensions in the azea on -".e
night pzior to the FOR funezals. It othe «isa has ao s gni-

ficance to this case.

C. The Hacienda Police

Father Paul Schindlez, the American priest who

worked with Sister Easel and Ms. Donovan in Ia Liheztad and

who found the burned out van, has alleged that the Hacienda

Police may have been involve4 in the crime because (13 the

C "a «a"- were stopped at a roadblock near the tuz off for a

local Hacienda Police station, and (2) there is evidence

+hat a . ad 5'j r+'m ~cur k ba1 rag«ar to t'4e wears enrI& eo ir a waa

used during the abduction. ~l

The fizst. point, we conclude, is based on a misap-

pza2;~ion of ~e facw. The guazdsmen have unifoztRIP

ply ed tae loc on of the checkpoinl ai t«hich tzaf fic was

«topped for 10 minutes at a position on the main access road

=o the airport, near the reinforced conczeta guard post {which

is permanently maintained in the broad median strip of the

access z'oad to provide security foz nearby electzical
installations). This location is some distance removed from

the- ~o f to the Hacienda Police station at San Juan

Talpa. To verify the guardsmen's testimony, we contac ed

Patzicia f,asbuzy Eall, at the time of the events in question,0
United states consul in El Saisvador. ~ Together with
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Qn December 12, 1980, FBI technicians took scrapings
C 166/o the paint smear. These scrapings vere analyzed in

the FBI Iaboratory, which concluded that tone of the paint
particles were of a kind used, for the original paint finish
on any motor vehicles. Because Father Schindler had

167/

identified the pickup truck as a Toyota, the Maryknoll Qrder

sent a copy of the FBI analysis to Toyota. Toyota responded

specifically that the paint was not usecl on their vehicles. ~
Father Schindlez told us that he believes the

Toyota pickup truck had been repainted, so that it is
passible that a non-standard paint was used. Even if that
were so. however, it is likclv that particles from

1
a ~ r ~l ~y v iy~ cocle ol p~v woaud have beeu paeheut

the red strt ar as weil. Mone was found.

we find thc conncgs o~ between thc zcd smca~

thc rcd pickup truck to be based entirely on supposition.

Mozeovcz, it is inconsistent with testimony that we believe
to be truthful from several of the participants M the

abduction {Guardsman Riveza Franco and Contzezas Palacios),
and with the testimony of those who w' tnessed the activities
of December 2'. We have Round no credible evidence that the

Hacienda Police weze involved in the murders.

D. Mane and valuables

In the days following the murders, several of «he

accused werc seen with money and valuables. ~ Guardsman~169/
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Cwz Piche reported that another guardsman claimed that
Canales Ramirez was seen w nh 5, 000 dollars or colones. —
T"e al'eganion, albeit secoz. .d hand, is of concern because

possess'on of such a large sum of money, in excess of any

amounts conc ivably taken from the churchwomen, might

suggest that thc guardsmen had been paid by some unknown

party for participation in the murders.

To clarify thc allegation, we asked that Guardsman

Crux Piche be rcintezvicwed on thc subject. At the time of
writing this rcport, Crux Piche cannat he located hy

a"thorz~es. iiouetheless, based on thc ev'. deqc-.

available to us, we beli ve that the churchwomen's missing

perso~ aroa~~ has been sands actorily trar d t. c:-.': inar ~=

Aleman and ohe guardsmen, and that 1t probably account- far
any perceived increase in Colindres A1eman's personal wealth.

when the nuns 1.eft, the airport, they had with them

the personal belongings of Sisters Clarke and Ford, including

clothing aud books. Sister Ford was cazzying some cash

~ (originally tAought to he $500, naw apparently only $175)~
and three che"ks, two for $1,800 each {ta help buy a new

jeep ta replace one lost earlier that, year) and one far $243

(ta bc used ta pay Local accaunts). ~
According ta several witnesses, the hooks were

burned by the accused soon aftez the muzders, alang with

articles of clothing and some jewelry. ~ Several wit-~173 ~

nesses test'fied that Subsergeant Colind"es Alcman was seen
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selling women's watches, zirrgs, eyeglasses and a tape recorder,
and buying a television set and furniture. —' Oue of the174/

other accused, . Guardsman Cantzeras Palacios, gave Guardsman

san hez Guzman eighty dollars ta exchange into colones for
him, and Canales Ramizez offered to sell ".anchez Guzman a

175/woman's watch. The checks were nevez negotiated and,

according to the Embassy's special evidence, weze destzoyed

by Calindres Aleman.

Other than tLe SeCond hand accounts crediting
Guardsman Canales Ramirez with 5, 000 dollars oz colones,
the=re is ua eviderLCe attributing an amoLLnt of maney "= ~y
of the guardsmen in. excess of' the cash and valuables

possessed by the chrLrchwamen. we conclude from Ms
e'-l~ance in the reword Chat Cailndzes Aleman and others af
the accused looted the churchwomen's belongings after the

muzde s, ~~g wha they believed ta be valuable and burn-

illg M8 rest 'iheze is na credible eve.deuce coat callncLres

Aleman, Canales Ramirez, oz anyone else zeceived payment

fram an unknown source for his zole in the murders.

E. The Moran Lette.".

Perhaps no ze~ening hai been so patently fabri-
cated as the Moran letter. In the late spring of l983, the

Ma~knoll Order eceived, through an anonymous souzce, a

0 copy of a letter, puzpartedly wz'tten by I.t. Colonel Antonio

Moran, the Chief of the Kacienda Police, ta Colonel Vides
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Casar. ova, the Director of the National Guard, on January 5,
176/1981.—The letter states that six individuals--not the

defendants--had been detained by the police and wexe being

referred to Vides Casanova for the murders of the church-

women. If true, the letter would cast immediate doubt on

the validity of the entire prosecution.

The letter is, however, a crude forgezy, obviously

created by unknown third parties —whether of the right or
the left,—with an interest. in disrupting the prosecution.

Colonel Pioran has testified he never sent the letter, ~
t 'a~ g .. . - 11. t 1Pcl- ~ i- -';= ~ai he uov~ a, oceaved 1t.~ i1oreover,

r

the signature and seal aze forgeries. according to handwrit-

ing !trperts appc'~ted b- Judge Rauda, —at.d the letter
does not bear either the code numbers or W formal saluta-

tion that a genuine piece of Treasury Police cozrespondence

woulct include.

F. and Cortes

Xn September, 1981, an annonymous letter addressed

the United States Congress was received. by the State
Department. The letter, dated July 21, 1981, statedl80/

that the writer was a witness to the' killings of the church-

women, and that if Congress were interested in the identity
of the assassins, it should place an advertisement in sevezal

Mexican newspapezs, The State Deponent placed the adver-

tisement in late September, wb'ch led to a meeting between
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two United States Embassy officials and

181.y

said that he had no direct information concerning the murders.

He identified the author of the letter to Congress as ace
Cesar Cortex, allegedly a driver employed by Hans crist, a

suspect in the Januazy, 1981, murders of the Amezican Insti-
tute of Free Labor Development workers. Ze said that Corte"

had fled El Salvador several months before, passing through

Mexico City on his way to the United States. (in October 6,
told the Embassy in Mexico City that Cortex had w=itten

to him from Chicago, but that he still had no address fof

him.

C c b ~ ~, ir v, vchn siuawci ' u, ~ecuwvc.

Director of the Unitarian-Universalist Service Committee,

reported to the State Deoaztment that he also bshe

in Mexico City. According to McAward, claimed182/

that a Cesar Cortex had approached him in Mexico City and

described the murders. Cortex allegedly told that he

had been instzucted by his employer to drive a pickup truck

from "the Hacienda" with two Hacienda guards to La ~ertad,
wheze he was to pick up three guardsmen, and then proceed to

the airport. "to do a job"—the abduction of the churchwomen.

stated that Cortex denied participation in the rapes

and mu de s, but claimed to have seen what happened.

Thereafter, the State Department and the FBI

puzsued a number of false leads in attempting to trace the
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m tys erious Coztez. —Finally, responding to a suggestionL83/

from Representative Nary Rose Ctakar, the State Depa" ~ent
sought to sub

184r'
mlt to a polygraph examination concerning

Despite repeated re~ ests and assurances of
safety, repeatedly refused to submit to a polygraph

~185examination. With ' s refusal, the effort, to locate
Cortez and to vezify his story reached a dead end.

We aze convinced that 'the /Cortez episode has

no bearing on our understanding of thc facts. Cortez'
=''. ged sr.o~&, as described by through N&A~azd, is
inconsistent with the facts outlined above. It may be +at

. fabricated the stozv in an attempt to gain a visa to
thc United states ~ Whatever186/ 's monist "n ™"~e
GJ.cged story, unsupported even by the existence of Cortes

and contradicted by the f~M, is of no apoarent validity

G. The Radio Kcssa e

Zn December 1980, it, @as reported that a witness

had ovezheard a radio transmission at the airport between

members of the security forces.~ There is conflicting187/

information about what was said. According to one vezsion,

a guardsman was heard stating, "we missed them on this
ii~198fligh -" According to another version, the conversation

focused on the fact that the churchwomen were carrying a

large amount of money, Any such conversation, if uzue,189/

would be significant because i" could suggest that the
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sational Guard was awaiting the arrival of the churchwomen,

and th" s ='".a- a pr arranged plot was in effect, .
Although the source oE' the information was fairly

quickly identified, he resisted seve"al attempts by ~~assy
offic.'als to pe suade him to come forward and make a formaL

stat+rent. President Duarte finally prevailed upon the

witness to submit ta an interview, attended by Embassy

officials, in mid-Kazch 1982 hy Deputy Fiscal General

Benjamin Cestani. ~ The witness said that he was in the190/

airport terminal on December 2, 1980, awaiting an incoming

flight. %sile thcze, he claimed he ovezheard a telephonq-
not radio —conversation of a uniformed guardsman speaking

from a pay telephone in thc Lobby. Ee said that the gist of

the conversation was "we missed them on this flight. " The

~p««e w rl «4««L««'4 « — «L
LILY r '»' l o

believed ta be two churchwomen, who were greeted hy two

others and who departed at. about 4:00-4:30 p.m. in a white

van. Ee averred that he was sure shout the time because he

hiaaself left shortly after 4:30 p.m.~
Although Cestani and the Embassy officials all

believed that the witness was nat purposely attempting to

deceive them, they unanimously cancluded that his recollec-
tion was nonetheless canfused and highly unreliable

Under close questioning, the witness offezed varying

0 accounts of what he had heard, at different «~es claiming

that the communication was by radio ar by telephone, and
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that it, concerned e' ther money in the churchwomen's possession
or their delayed arr"'val. Indeed, at one ooint, in the cou se

of three interviews with EELbassy personnel, the witness

stated that he had only seen a radio being used and iLad not

heard what was said. ~ moreover, if true, the witness's192/

testimony means that at least Guardsman Pere' Nieto and C m

Piche aze lying in giving their accounts of Perez Nieto's

telephone conversation with Subsezgeant Colindres Aleman.

Because of all of this, we discount, the report of the witness.

E. Abduction at the Airport

Father Bchindler has suggested to us that the

churchwomen had been abducted 'at the airport, not at, the

roadblock manned by Subsergeant Colindres Aleman and his
$9$/

g -ardsELen. ~ Be saxd he believed. this had, happ="ed

because witnesses to whom he spoke had said they were the

last to leave the airport and the white van remained behind.

Ee fuzther told us that Ms. L had indicated to him that a

sec et. Embassy source had confirmed that the abduction was

actually at the airport. Ns, Eall denied to us making anY

such statement. Moreover, our review of the Embassy
194/

files and our convezsations with Embassy officials convinces

us that no such source or information exists. Finally, the

allegation is completely contrazy to all the existing evi-
dence in the case with respec to the location of the

abduct. 'on.
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I. The . 22 Naottum

when the bodies of -Ne churchwomen vhere aken to

a local fune al hotre in San Salvador ou December 4, 1980, a

Nazyknall priest, Father John Spain, vas present to witness

the past-mortem examinatiott. ~ Father Spain heard the195 ~

funeral home atten tant say that the wounds of at least one

of the women vere =aused by a .22 magnum, allegedly a favorite

weapon of the Salvadoran death squad-. Father Spain observed

that. the vounds of Sisters Ford and Clarke vere small, did

not disturb their facial features and, vere iz.. other respec s
tdifferent fram those of Sister Kasel and Ns. Donovan. The

physician and judge present vere noncommittal about the

wounds. and the subsequent, autopsies pezfozmed on the chuzch-

women drew no conclusions about the caliber af the veapans

Wc can give li,ttle weight to the opinion of the

funeral home attendant. The theory that a small caliber
weapon was used does not comport with the confession of
Guardsman Cantzezas Palacios, vho testified that he and the

athezs had used their service veapans. It is likewise

inconsistent with the ballistics analysis of those shells

and casings that werc zecovezed. It is, Of course, possible

that a guardsman may have had a .22 magnum pistol, and cauld'

have used it to kill onc ar more of the women. Even if such

a veapan ve e used, howeve, it does nat add any evidence

ane vay ar the other about the involvement af others in the

~"s.
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Z. Sister Maria Rieckelman

On the night of murders. Sister Maria Rieckelman,

a Nazyknoll nun who attended the Nanagua conference toqethez

with Sisters Ford atd C' azke, was guestioned by uniformed

Salvadorans when her plane landed at the International

Airport in El Salvador. ~ This e~ent had led some to

conclude that some coordinated harassment of chuzchwomen

was underway on the evening of December 2, 1980. We do not,

share that conclusion.

Without more, the guestio~g of passengers aboard

a plane just azrived fzom Sandinista Nicaragua, suppliers of
the rebels fighting the Salvadozan government, on the night

before the FDR funeral, does not seem to us extraordinary.

Rathez, Like the stop of. the Canadians, it seems to us

L~ = be u "az proof of M heightened ~iona o we.

time, tensions that may have caused Colindres Aleman to

believe he could abduct and murder the churchwomen.

K. Sistez laura Clarke and the Nicara an Connection

Sisters laura Clarke and Ita Ford were returning

fzom an annual gathezing of xt al American Maryknolls in

Nicaragua at the time of their murder. Duzing our visit to

El Salvador, we heard allegations that the CathoLic Chuzch,

and specifically the Aazyknoll Order, are linked in the minds

~ of the military in El Salvador with support of leftist and

revolutionary causes ir Centzal Amezica, especially as
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exemplified by Mazykttoll Links to the Sandinista government

in Nicazaoua. When we learned that a former Sandinista

intelligence officer, Major Miguel Bolonas, had testified to

at 1«-ast one subcommittee of Congress (Senator Jeremiah

Dcntan's Subcommittee on Security and Tezrarism of the

Senate Judiciary Committee} that Sister Mauza Clarke had a

rale in those alleged Links, we felt obliged ta intexviev

Major Bolonas. ~ We did so not because his allcgatians197/

against a muzdered woman cauld justify such a senseless and

.wanton act, but, to determine whether such charges were

likely to have been made known to Suhsczgeant Colindrcs
d

Alcman. or his superiors. We found auz intezvicv with Majcr

Bolonas Largely unhelpful.

Major Bolonas claimed that he met Sister Maura

C1axke vhcn she vas working in Managrsa with other jdjarylmrs11s

and a priest known as E'athez Miguel in a poor area of the

city called "open Three" in the period 1974-1979. Later in

p.979, Bolonas claimed, during his work as an intelligencc
officer haCh prior to the revolution in Nicaragua and there-
after for the Sandinistas, he learned from another intelli-
genes officer that Sistcx Clarke and other Maryknolls, along

with 9'ather Miguel, vere routinely helpful to the Sandinistas

hath in their charitable activities and in clandestine

activities. Major Bolonas stated that, at, thc time of the

murder of the nuns in El Salvador, when news af their deaths

and their idenCitics was repar ed in the Nicaraguan press,
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stories appeazed pointing out Mauza Clarke's role in assistinq
the Sandinista revolution.

We have not had an opportunity to discuss Major

Bolonas' charges with members of the Maryknoll Order, although

we have leazned from t?;e State Department that the Maxyknolls

believe Major Bolonas to be mistaken in his information. we

have been told that Mazyknoll records indicate that Sister
Maura C' azke was not in Nicaragua durinq the period 1976-1980,

but rather was in Boston. It is our view, in any event.
p

that the ted& or falsity of Major Bolonas' charges is
irrelevant for our purposes. What could be relevan. is
whet"e= » eso ~ges were known to and believed by

Salvadoran government, and became such a concern that

Salvadoran officials, believing that they knew Sister Maura

s»»R»»« '4» a es«A~~' sta al s v ««A»re h»r»kenya r nu

we do not believe that this occurred. Fizst,
although Major Bolonas' credibility is apparently high with

United States intelligence agencies, we have zeceived no

other confirmation of his charges. Second. we have no

indication that these alleqed activities of Sis~ Maura

Clazke were ever brought to the attention of the Salvadoran

government or that they became the Rind of common knowledge

among the Salvadozn security forces that Major Bolonas

claimed existed within the intel'igence circles of the

Sandinistas 'n Nicaragua. Third, as desc=ibed in our aHigher-

Ups" section, we have concluded that Subsezgeant Colindzes
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Aleman probably acted ou his own initiative. with tNxs in

mind, it does not apoear likely that be somehow became ewaz

of these allegatiaus and decided to carry out the " mo. s' of
four churcnwomen in order to protect the Republic of El

~ Salvador fram infiltzation hy Sister Fjaura Clarke.

V. PROSPECTS FQR A SUCCESSFUI PROSECUTIOH

El Salvador is a civil law state. ViztuWLy every

step af a czisunal investigation and prosecution is speci-
fied in thc aalvadoran code, and we found the procedures, «o

he formalistic and largely inflexible.
In an effort ta understand how the prosecution i

likely to unfold, we held discussions with Judge Rauda,

F'seal General Riveza, Dr. Castillo, the coordinating prose-

cutor. and former I eputy fiscal General Bcnjamux Cestozu. .
wc talked as well with members af the private bar in San

Salvador, incLuding the Salvadoran legal advisor ta the
United States Embassy. FinalLy, we discussed this matter

~ with representatives of the United States Department of
Justice, and with lawyers in the office of the MgaI Adviser

af the United States Department of State.
As we learned, the trial, or plenario, stage of

this case will be quite unlike an American tzial. There

will be no live witnesses. Rathez, the evidence will be

read ta the jury f am the written statements taken from the

witnesses during the investigatozy, or sumario, stag .
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I'hereafter, the lawyers will ar~e the' r respective sides to

the jury based on the written x'ecard. Duzing this argument

stage, the lawyers may refer to any documents they wish,

even if they are not pazt of the record.

4e believe that a successful orosecution of this

case must include at least the following eleatentst

(1) a cazefully prepared x'ecox'd that demonstrates

the guilt of the defendants and negates their
defenses;

(2) a capable prosecutor willing to pursue vigor-

ous1y members of the Salvadoran security

forces;

(3) a couzageous and astute judge;

(+) a juzy well insulated from the potential for

corruption ox intimidation, and

'(5) freedom from efforts by other Salvadorans,

whether in or out of goveznment, to interfere

with the proceedings of the tzial.

A The Record

In the couzse. of detailing the investigations of
this case, we have already catalogued the principal evidence

now in the record against Suhsergeant Coiindres Aleman and

the othex guardsmen. During the sumazio, or investigatory,

phase, Judge Rauda toojx testimony f=om,-the five accused and

at least twenty-five other witnesses. ~ He admitted into198/
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evidence the spare tire and „'.ack aken from the churchwomen's

van and Ne ballistics ev'dence linking the guardsmen to the

shell cas ngs a" the murde site. Wc believe that the

evidence is substantial, and sufficient to convict «Ae five
accused. guardsmen. Me will not recount it again here.

Dz. Castillo, the chief prosecutor, advised us

that he anticipates the defendants will rely on twa prin-

cipal defenses. First, he believes «they will challenge the

prosecutian's reliance on extra-judicial confessions, rather
thar. those given before a judge. In El Salvador, . prosccu-

C

tions that do nat feature a confession by the defendant. to
n ~as «higating 1udgc a~a el ative1 i ~s «a Q«'4e i«w «1

is a sad commentary on the state af justice in El Salvador,

it nonetheless presents a reality: Salvadoran juries are

unused ta balancing constricting accounts or a crime.

Salvadoran law permits the admission of a defen-

dant's extra-judicial confession, but only if it is carroba-
rated by another witness. As we understand it, the two

4vitness rule does not mean twa witnesses ta the same confcs-0
sion, but, anly two witnesses each reporting a confession.

The zecard should adequately meet this requirement. Of

course, there is Subsczgeant Calindzes Alcman's dizcct
canfession to Se"geant Dagobezta lllaztines. That conf cssian
should bc adequately supported by Calindres Aleman's 'mplicit
canfessians ta Gua"dsmen Cvxz Piche ("If fate 's against us,

we will have ta pay"), Aquino Gizon ("They werc subversives.
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I do not think there will ~be a problem. "}, and Ouis Monte "osa
("Today it happened; if our time is up, we vill have to pay. "}.

Second, Dr. Castillo believes the defense will
argue that ther was excessive American involvement in this
prosecution. In essence, the argument will be an appeal to
national'sm and a suggestion that there has been undue

influence from a foreign power. It was foz this reason that
the prosecutors were anxious to .have Salvadoran witnesses

even for evidence actually deve"oped in the Unitei States.
It is 'also for this reason that the prasccutors vere hesi-
tant. to urge aggressively the admission of the inge~zint
and the polygraph evidence, when admission of those eats
would na be oz~ under Salvadoxan lav and would only

underscore the LnfluexLce of the ULLLted States an thl. s pzo

secution. In ouz discussions with Or. Castiilo. he seemed

ta he cognizant af the problem and able to deal with it,
effectively in azgument.

A third defense suggested by same is;.hat the

defendants were acting an highez' ozdczs. As Or. Castillo
advised us, such a defense i's not. available under thc
Salvadoran cade when the order is to commit an illegal act, .
The depravity of the crime, 'ampl~acumcntcd in the record,
will prov'=de a basis foz a strong argument, that na g Iazdsman

rcauld have thought such an arder was justified. ve daubt,

in any event, that thc argument will be seriously pressed

because '- will necessazi'y involve an admission of the
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cx'ime and a disavowal of the defendants' prior sworn

statements,

Na experienced prosecutor can confidently predict
that an accused's defenses will necessarily be rejected by

the jury. We are convinced, hawevex', that there is suffi-
cient evidence in the zecard from which the prosecutors can

argue that the defenses should be disregazded.

B. The Prosecutors

As the sumazio stage of the case neared its
t

conclusion, serious questions were raised about the cxyexti, -
ence and competence of the pxosecutors handling the yxe-

k

yaratians foz ~al. Xn September, 1983, in part at the

urging of thc Qnited States, an experienced pzosecutox', Dz.

Juan Geronimo Castillo, was. assigned to coordinate the

prosccutian.

We spake with Dx'. Castilla and were, in general,
favazably impressed. Dz. Castilla seemed in command) of the
cast and at ease wixh the tasks he would have to undertake

to complete the yzcyarations for the ylenaxio phase. Ec

zesyanded knowledgably ta auz questians about tactics and

about Salvadoran proccduzcs. We believe that Dr. Castillo
is capable of daing a competent job in prosecuting tne: case.

As we describe below, during auz visit ta El

~ Salvadaz, we made a number of suggestions concerning the

zeintc riews that might bc, recessary to complete the
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investigation of this case and its preparation for trial.
a" though we have received reports can erning the fallow-up

an those suggestions by Dr. Castilla and his team, we do nat.

have a complete picture af how tho aughly he has completed

his investigation. Fram the reports we have seen, howevez,

mast of the investigatory work apyears to be near campletian.

We understand as well that the Embassy legal

advisor, a professor of law and. member of the private criminal

baz in San Salvador, will assist, Dr. Castillo in the prepara-

tion of thc case. The Embassy legal advisor has advised thc

United States Embassy about Salvadoran law and procedures
C

thz'aughout the investigation, We belicvc this caoyezatian

will provide important support for Dr. Castilla's efforts.

C. The Presidin tudce

Judge Rauda has pxesided over the sumaria phase af
the churchwomen murdezs case for most of its life, aud has

been reasonably thorough about the collectian of evidence.

Judge Rauda has thricepefezxed the case ta the plenario

stage, to be twice avezruled by the ayyeals court, . The two

reversals resulted fram technical d' fficulties (the fizs , a

failuze to give sufficient notice to the. defense attorneys

and, the second, a concern ahou additional evidence in

suypar of the theft charges) and 'n its ul'ng on the first

0 apyeal, the appeals court speci ically indicated that there

was sufficient evidence ta support the muz'der charges, The
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judge took the opportunity of each -eversal to add more

evidence into the trial record. There has been an appeal of
Judge Rauda's most recent decision to refer the matter to

plenazio, and we are advised, by a variety of local lawyers

that the appeal is likely to be decided quickly because the

same appellate couzt has heard the two previous appeals and

is familiar with the facts.
Judge Rauda has shown. himself to be a man of

considezable courage, capable of resisting pressures brought

to bear on him from either side of the case. Ee is also a

diligent worker, and during our visit with him, displayed an

0 encycloped'c knowledge of the contents of the trial record.

D. The tuzz

The trial will be held before a jury of five, with

a majority vote necessary to convict. 'Wether a jury can be

assembled in El Salvador today that will have the courage to
convict five fozmez National Guardsmen of murder is an open

~ question, and one that has concerned us gzeatly.
The selection of the jury does not diffez sub-

stantia?1y from our system- The trial judge will chose,
from a lazge body of potential jurors, a panel of twelve

whose identities he will (or should} keep secret until the

day of trial. Under Salvadoran law, we were told the

identit' es of the jurors will then be made public, although

their addzesses may be kept secret (if they do not. leak
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out) . At the beginning of the tzial, defense counsel and

~~e pzosecu o var ach ex' cise one peremptory challenge

against «Ne anal, and two challenges for cause. Challenges

for cause a e rarely granted, aud there should thus be no

difficulty in selecting five. jurors from the panel of twelve.

what will be more difficult, we believe, is guaran-

teeing the jx rozs security fzom intimidation or cozruption
so that they will be able to vote theiz consciences without

fear. We believe that the notoriety of this case will maize

.-the jury {as well as the judge and prosecutor) fair game for
those who wish to see the prosecution thwarted, whether ,

because they do not believe the guardsmen should be prose-
cuted for murder dz because they wish to demonstrate that,

the salvadozan system is incapable of policing itself. For

these reasons, we have discussed at, Length with the Embassy

possible mechanisms to protect, the jury.
Ouz recommendations in this regard have been set

forth in detail in an earlier memorandum to the Depaztment

of State, and need only be summarized here. Our principal
recommendation is that the jurors be accorded anonymity, as

is sometimes done with notorious prosecutions in this country

where a threat, of jury intimidation exists. We have also

suggested shielding the jurors, but not the trial, from

public view; selecting jurors from a remote province for a

trial in another province; of ezlng to relocate the jurors,
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whether in or out of the coun~, afte trial; provid'ng
physicaL prot'ection to the jurors, and perhaps their fami-
lies, during the trial and for a reasonable time thereafter;
and sequestering the jury during the trial.

This is hardly an exhaustive list of possibili-
ties, but we have not been heaztened by the resistance to0
these ideas by the Salvadoran auzhorities. The Salvadoran
system simply must be flexible enough to adopt novel means

when its very integrity is at stake. We must state in the
strongest possible terms that we do not believe a successful

Cconviction can occuz without the adoption of some adequate
means of protecting the jury, and we hope that the Salvadoran0 authorities continue to consider ways to protect the integrity
of the jury system and the physical well being of the juzozs
themselves.

E. Freedom From Outside Interference

Skeptics have told us that a successful pzosecution
depends entirely upon the will of the military in El Salvador.
In Juris view, if the military thinks it, is to its advantage

foz the defendants to be convicted, they will be convicted:
if the military thinks otherwise, they will be acquitted oz
neVer gO tO triaL. Whether that, VieW iS COrreCt Or nOt, we

must acknowledge that the e are many Salvadorans unhappy

about this prosecution and, furor, that th re already have

been attempts to influence its outcome.
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major Nedzano, we were told, has rece ved muit-'pie

threats upon his life for h s act've role ". pressin the

rnvestigation. In more recent months, we have learned that
a Deputy of the constit ent assembly suddenly ppeazed to
observe the proc edings in Judge Rauda's courtroom, an event

viewed by Embassy observers as ominous. At the same time,

we learned that the Actin President of the Supreme Court

may have interceded with Judge Rauda to direct that. he not

complete his investigation aimed at disproving the bogus

Moran letter. To Cate, Judge Rauda has be n remarkably
I

courageous in resisting such effozts at intimidation.

we do noC believe that there is much that the

United States. can Co to prevent such internal efforts at
disrupting the prosecution. We can only advise the

Salvadozan leadership, as others have Cone, that. the ability
of its system to prosecute this case will be seen by many as

a test of the system's ability to right itself after too

many yeazs of lawlessness.

VI . REC(2%~ATIONS

we weze asked to determine whether the Salvadoran

and United States Governments have done as much as could be

done to assure a successful prosecution. If not, we weze

asked to suggest what might be done. Many of ouz recommen-

dat'ons have been set forth above. In each case, we have

passed them along to the Department of State immediat ly
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without waiting or the complerion of this report, sa that
there would be t'me for action to be taken. To "e e:d "en t
that our conc'usions and recommendations have ncc

been set forth, we include them in this section.
l. An Accusador Particular. In Sl Sal adar, as

in many civil law cauntzies, it is passible for th: family

af the victim of a czime to hize its own lawycz, an accusador

particular, to prosecute the case in additian ta the govern-

ment attorney. The device is obviausly a desirable one

wherc, as here, there have been doubts regularly expressed

about the competence and willingness of the governmert

prasecutozs to pursue the case. Accozdingly, we have

endorsed the State Department's recommendation that the

families hize an accusadoz particular. We have uzged that
view in several meetings with the families and their repre-
sentatives and promised the families that, if they agreed,

we would press the State Department to pay foz the services
af ".he accusadoz.

To aur regret, the families have consistently
ref&.sed taking this step. As we undersold theiz reasoning,

they aze distzustful af participating in the Salvadoran

system itself and further doubt that a suitable attorney

could be obtained. while we understand, their reservations,

the device provides a rare opportunity far Amezicans

0 sincerely interested in the prosecution to have direct
fluence over the way the case is presented in the courtroom.
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Thus, we rcg et rh= families' tefusal ta participate xn this

p oposa

Oh the other hand, as matters naw stand, we thank

"he loss is less serious than it might have been. As noted

abave, we azc generally impressed "ith Dr. Castillo and

believe him ta be more competent than same af his prede-

cessors. Moreover, Dr. Castilla has forged a solid working

relations. wp with the Embassy's legal advisor. Through the

legal advisor, American, views about, the prosecution can

readily be transmitted to the prosecutor, even if the
Ifamilies lack a direct voice in couzt. I

2. A S ccial Prosecutor. Rather than hizing an

accusador particular, the fami. lies and the Dawyers Committee

far International Euman Rights under Law have suggested the

United States persuade the Salvadoran government to name a

special prosecutor to handle the churchwomen murders case.
we do not endorse this suggestion. We do not believe that,
in the Salvadoran system, the label thc prosecutor bears is
af any significance to his effectiveness ar ta his freedom

fzom interference. Nozeavez, in a real sense, Dr. Castilla
is essentially especial pxasccutor. He was especially

zeassigned fram his duties as head of a separate section of

the pzosecu or's office ta prosecute this case.
3. An Ame ican P asecutor. None af the American

Embassy officials in San Salvadaz with responsibility for

Ms case is a practicing attazncy, much less an experienced
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prose=utor. While these officials have been diligent,
successful and o "=-". "ou ageous in pushing the Salvado"ans

to prosecute the defendants, as the case approaches trial it
is apparent to us that American views cauld more usefully be

presented by an e."pezienced cziminal prosecutor. Such a

prosecutor could deal mare effectively with the Salvadoran

attorneys involved in the case in terms of making useful

suggestions, understanding the problems of the prosecution

and analyzing the tactics used hy hath sides. we have

therefore suggested that a Spanish speaking Justice Depart-

ment prosecutor he made available to assist. the Embassy I

during the plenazia proceeding.

4„TheFin e zint Evidence. Because the

analysis of Calindzes ALeman's fingerprint, taken from the

churchwomen's van, , was done outside of Salvadoran tczri-
torial .Limits and, not undez the supervisian of the trial
judge, the Salvadozan cade pzohihits its intzaduction into
evidence. we were frankly surprised at this result, and,

because the evidence was sa important, sought to exp!are
ways to obtain its admission. Ouz every suqgestion was

unavailing, and we ultimately concluded, as Dr. Casti11o and

the Embassy legal advisor hath told us, that, wc could not

expect to achieve formal admission of the finqerprint into
the record.

Although the fingerprint, wiLL nat, be part of the

triaL record, it still may be used at the trial. During the
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vi ta oub3. ica, or public presentation, stage of the proceed-

ings, lawyers may display to the jury and rely upon any

documentary evidence, even from out ide the record. Thus,

it is pcssible fox the fingerprint evidence to be used

Because Dx. castile. o expects the defense to be based upon

excessive American involvement in the prosecution, he was

nonetheless xeluctant to use the fingerprint in this way

unless absolutely necessazy. An argument based upon a

fingerprint taken by United States pexsonnel and inadmis-

sible under Salvadozan lav vill only reinforce tjxe point
that Dz. CastiU. o expects the defense to make. Thus, he,

vill vait until his zeply azgument to detexmine whether the

defense is indeed'attacking American izrro3.vement and. whether

the fingerprint vill. be useful. We concur in this analysis.
5. Ballistics Evidence. The initial bal3.istics

. sts taken by the FBZ were inadmissible for the same reasons

as the fingerprint evidence. We encouraged the FBZ, as

recounted above, to tzansport its equipment to El Salvador

and train a Salvadoran national to dup1, icate the tests.
This was done vith success, as set forth above. This proof

is a substantial link in the chain of eviden e against the

accused.

6. Sez cant Da oberto Nartinex' Testimony.

Although t"e record of the tzial consists entirely of sworn

vri t, n statements of the witnesses, the swoxn statement of
sergeant Dagobezto Martinez, obtained by the FBZ in Dos

Angeles and sworn to in the Salvadoxan Consulate office in
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that city, was deemed inadmi sible by bacA the judge and. the

prosecutor. The statement's flaw was that it was not sworn

to before the investigating judge. we recor~erded, es did

others, that Sergeant Martinez be flown to El Salvador at
Amer~can expense so that his statement could be duplicated

before Judge Rauda. This was dane successfully in July,
1983, and forms another' important part of the trial record.

7. Pol aoh Evidence. Although the palygzaph

evidence is inadmissible in both El Salvador and the United

States, we believe that such evidence is useful, when taken

together with other avail. able evidence and obtained by a,

skilled examiner. , We considered whether an effort should he

made to persuade the court. ta admit the evidence, and ulti-
mately concluded that this was not the case in which to

press El Salvador to accept evidence that would he inadmis-

sible in the United States.
We are told that, the polygraph examinations could

he used in the vista yublica in the same mannez as the

fingezprint evidence. Dr. Castillo has told us that. he will
await his reply azgumeut before making a decisian with

respect'. to whether ta use them. We agree wibh this decision,
hut. would generally be inclined against using this evidence.

8. The Special Embassy Evidence. The syecial
evidence develaped hv the, United States Embassy is directly

~ probative af the de endants' guilt and, as weil. , extremely

important in explaining ou conclusions about the caver-up
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and the question of higher-up involvement. Accordingly, we

believed it desirable, if at aLL possible, to present this
evidence to the court.

At our suggestion, the State Department carefuLLy

consi lezed this issue, including contacting those whose

Lives would be put at risk by disclosuze. Based on the

infozmation thus collected, both we and the State Department

concluded that the risk of loss .of Life that would result
fzom public release was too great. We also note that the

information has already been highly useful fo the United

States since, without it, we .doubt the prosecution would

eve have been undertaken.

9. The Cover-uo. As we have detailed above, it
is clear to us that, elements of the Salvadoran military

undertook an initial attempt to protect the perpetrators of
the crime. In El Salvador such an effort. , at less by the

active participants, could constitute a separate crime and

some have uzged that a cr~ investigation be initiated.
We believe that it would be dangerous to initiate such an

investigation prior to a succ ssful resolution of the under-

lying murder case. The coope:ation that the United States

has achieved to date with Salvadoran authorities has been

hard to win, and could be easily Lost. A cover-up investi-
gat'on would necessa-ily threaten screral high ranking

Salvadoran offic' als. If these officials feel personally

threatened, ~Key may well at empt to scuttle the under'lying
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prosecut'an on Ae theory that there could be no cover-up

prosecution if the de endants we e ttot found guilty. We

be' ieve. this poses an unacceptable risk to the success of
the murder prosecution, ana thus have re .cmmended that any

effort to pursue the cover-up be delayed.

10. Additional Interviews. To flush aut various

gaps oz inconsistencies in the record, we recommended last
summer that several additianal interviews acct

(a) Mazgarito Pezez Nieta, the Natianal

Guardsman wha f'r-t noticed the nuns at the airport, td

ob ain more detail about his conversations with Colindzcs

A eman, and his spotting of the women.

(b) carlos Jaacpxin Cantzezas Palacias, the

confessed participant, about. details that might reflect or

disczedit the fact af premeditatian.

(c) Salvador Rivera Franco, the guardsman

who watched over the malfunctioning jeep, for greater
details that might reflect premeditation.

(d) The two guardsmen at the guardpost at Kl

Rasazio, La Paz, to determine whether they discussed thc

women with Subsezgeant Colindzes and whether he informed

them about his plans for the women.

(e) Isabel Aquina Gizan, calindres Aleman's

second in command at the airport, foz further detail about

the substance of his phone conversation late an the evening

of December 2.
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( f) Jose Duis Nonterrosa, who according co

che specie' Embassy vidence, knew more Chan he had said

about the -„"''c of Colindzes Aieman.

ou" d''scuss cns with che Un c c States EmbassyT

in San 5 Tlvador, and with Che Department of Scare, we also

agreed taat ce tain ocher inta views or reince views would

be appropriate: Colone' Pena Azbaiza, the Army commander in

Chalatenango; Second lieutenant Daniel Ãej' a Rivas, the

officer who was the acting company commander w' -". overall
h

responsibility for the Airport National Guard t!ecachment;
d

and Meutenant Colonel Oscar Azmando Camanza, an officer
currently assigneh. .to National Guard Headquarters staff. we

also agreed that additional guardsmen who had been on duty

at the airport chat nightg Jose Uidal Cruz Piche, Rafael

Antonio Coznejo, Jose Elias Sanchez Guten, Julio cesar
Valle Esplnoza, Adzian Ramirez Palacios, and Orantes

Nenj ivar, should also be interviewed oz reinterviewed.

We have been informed that, the two guardsmen at
the Guard post at El Rosazio have been interviewed, but we

have not seen theiz statements. Quardsman Nazgarito Pezez

Nieto has been missing in action for almost ten months, and

Corporal Zsabel Acpxino Giron is dead, ki3.led while on active
du y. we also understand, for a number of practical reasons,

tha. the Salvadoran prosecutors have determined that they

would not at this time reintezview Salvador R'vera Franco.
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Colonel Pena Azbaiza, Cieutenant Mejia Rivas and

Lieutenant Colonel Armando Ca ranza have also been inter-
viewed, as have Guardsmen contzeras palacios and L.uis
Monterzosa. Their tes imony adds very little to the avail-
able evidence concerning the murders. Guardsmen Jose Elias
Sanchcz Guzman and Jose Vidal Cruz Piche have not been

reinterviewed. because they cannot be located, and a planned

"confrontations by the piscal General between Julia Cesar

valle Espinaza and Adrian Ramlrcz Palacios ta resolve

apparent discrepancies in their testimonies has not occurred

because af a refusal by Valle Espinoza to cooperate further.
Guazdsman Ozantcs Nenjivar, whose zeinterview had been

J
planned, is dead, and it has been determined that Lieutenant

Antonio Caznejo, whose intczview had been planned, was not

on duty at the airport on the crucial night.
11. Reintcrview a f Colindrcs Aleman Colindrcs

Aleman, more than any ather person, knows whether he is pzo-

tecting higher officers hy his silence. Thus, scouring his
cooperation would he a key step in any passible higher-up

investigation. we suggested that effazts he made in that
ection when we returned in September, 1983, from aur trip

ta El Salvador. Sa far as we werc aware at thc time of our

suggestion, no milita~ or civilian authorities involved

with the invcstigat'on of the case had spoken with Calindrcs

Aleman since his polygraph examination in January, 1.982. we

~ suggested "tat, if Colindzes Aleman heard the totality af
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him, he might dec de i t

at first, we were told that Salvadaran procedures
da not encourage such reinterviews. The prosecutors agreed.
howevez, that there cauld be reintcrvicws for the purpose of
clearing up ambiguities in testimony or otherwise explaining
previous testimony. On October 11, 1983, Calindres Aleman

was reintezviewed 'and we have reviewed the English language

translation of his statement. Unfoztu- ately, we do nat find
a

in the reintezview statement the cooperativeness for which

we had hoped, nor any furthez information that would be I

helpful to us on the issue of the involvement af higher-ups.
In his zeinterview, however, Colindres Aleman did pravide a

further indication of his guilt by admitting his discussion
with Pezez Mieto concerning the church~omen and, by providing
a wholly incredible explantion of his whereabouts an thc
night of the murde s.

12. Chan e af venue. For some time, the prosecu-
tars have been giving serious considezation to reguesting a

change of venue ta San Salvador far the plcnazio stage af
thc trial. We have supported a change of -. cnuc. Judge

Rauda's small and rustic courtroom in Zacatecoluca has

struck us as a less than desizable lacatian for a trial
J

involvinq a substantial risk of jury intimidation. Mare-

ovcz, thc more cosmopolitan San Salvador jury paal, we have

~ thought. presents a faz better opportunity far assembling a
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jury that cauld resist such intimidai ion. If the trial were

to be transferred ta San Salvador, however, wc are told that
it would be unl'kely, if nat impossible, for Judge Rauda ta
preside aver Me Czial.

Thus, a transfer to San Salvador would necessitate
a change of tzial judge, which necessarily presents same

risk. We werc told by bath Dr. Benjamin Cestoni and the
Embassy's Salvadoran legal advisor that only three San

Salvador judges would be desirable, fram the standpoint af
experience, competence and sophistication, to pzcside aver

the plenario stage. Selection of another, less qualified
judge cauld cause problems fa the prasecutian, althouqh

k

they might, be minimised by the extremely low-profile role
that the judge plays in, Me plenario proceeding. Qn balance,
we would have same concern that the selection af the trial
judge might be politicized. The select'on would be made by

the Salvadoran Supreme Court, at least onc member of which,

we were told„ has already tried to resurict Judge Rauda's

investigation.

We have learned most recently that Dz. Castilla is
Leaning against seeking a change af venue because af a growing

belief in El Salvador that~ thc G'nited, States is interfering
unduly ux the internal judicial affairs af the country, a

fe 'ing that cauld result in sympathy for the accused as

scapcgaats, and thus distract thc jury ram issues of quilt
ar innacencc. In v-'ew aC' this concern and af the canflict-
ing fac=ats autlined abave, ' we are inclined to rely an
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Dr. Cas illo's an-the-spot resolution of this sensitive
issue of local trial tact'cs.

Harold R. Ty r, Jr

Togo . West, Jr.

r ory L. Di skant

Dated: December 2, 1983
New York, New York
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1/ Lette from Oeorge P. Sh~l"=, Secretary cf 3"a"e, to
The Hono able clarence D. Long, Chairman, Pore gn Operations
Subcomm' ttee, House committee on App. opriaticns (April 2S,
1983).

Q2 E,etter from James H. Michel, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for Enter-American Affairs, to Harold R. Tyler, Jr.
(May 23, 1983}.

+3 Poz a discussion of the Salva loran criminal justice
system, see DeWind and Kass, Justi e in El salvador: A
Report of a Mission of Enquiry of the Associat'on of uhe Bar
of the city of New York, 38 Rec. A. B. City N. Y. No. 2
(Mazch 1983).
4/ aet ~sMtall K. aaatT aaeate, al a 1 d —:",'-aa'

Po Ltxcs. PartLes, an Con Lots, Congressxona Re erence
Servxce (March 23, 198?).
~5 Ed. at, 55.

+8 Cable from Secretary of State to United States Embassy,
San Salvador (December 15, 1980) (hereinafter "Bawdier/Roge s
Report" ). Ms cable transmitted the terr of the report of
a spe"ial Presidential mission sent to El Salvadox to report
on the churchwomen' s muzders, consisting of William D.
Rogers, william G. Bowdler', and Luigi R. Einaudi.

7/ Ed.

+8 Ed.

g9 Eettez from Clerk of the Court of Appeals of the Third
Central Section, San Vicente, El Salvador to the Presiding
Judge of the Cz~ Court. , Zacatecoluca (March 17, 1983)
(forwarding transcript of Court. of Appeals' decision) at 29.
Refezences are to xhe tzanslation by Divis'on of Language
Sex mceS, Department of State (No. 109814) (hereinaftex
cited as "Appellate Court, Decision"').

10/ E,atter from General Eugenio vides Casanova, Dizector,
Nat' onal Guard. to Presiding Judge of the Criminal Court,
Zacatecoluca (February 10, 1982), at 43 (statement of Perex
Nieto). This letter aansm'itted a report on the investi-
gation of the murders conducted by Majox Jose Adolfo Ma.dzano,
'ncluding statements by most of the important witnesses.
References a"e to the translation by the Division of
Language Services, Department of State (No. 105328)
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{here'nd te efe zed to as
Statement" ).

""ledzdno Report at

1983).
i/ otdtement Of Siate Mddeline Maria DOZSeV, N. M. {N Ch.'.dzch

12/ Bawdier/Rogers Report. .
13/ Medrana Report at 43, 44 (Perez Nieta Statement); dnd
89 (Calindres Aleman Statement) .
14/ The exact time of Sister Kazel's and Ms. Danovan's
return to the aizpazt is un)tnown. we estimate their zetu a
ta be "using this period based on the statements af various
witnesses at, the airport and estimates af others familiar
wi. h thc events of that day. See, ~e . , Letter fzom Sister
Helen 0'Sullivan, M. M. , ta The Honor, "Sle William H. Wehste",
Dizecta-, FBI (July 29, 1982), wherein Sister 0'Sullivan
states that Sister Kasel and Ms. Donovan zetuznec, to the~art at about 6:00 p.m. Pezez Nieta stated that the
women returned at about. 5:00 p. m. , with two men, in a
coffee-colored caz, and the van was driven by a man alone.
We believe that Perez Nieto was confused by the arrival a
Father Bzitta and his gzaup, who arrived d,t the airport ta
meet, the Canadian. delegation ta the FOR funerals in a jeep
and a white van. See Medzano Report at. 44 (Peres Nieto
Statement) and Statement, of John C. Hilhorn (January 14,1981).
15/ Bawdier/Rogers Report.

~16 Medzano Report at 38 (Cizon Statement). Neither Pezez
Nxeta nor Calindzes Aleman have admitted ta a second tele-
phone call. In fact, Pcres Nieto denied, seeing the women
return to tnc airport, sce Medzano Report at 44. However,
Caiindzes coleman's scconnC in command, Aguino Cizon, swore
that, Calinczes Aleman zeceived a cail from Pezez Nieta at
about St30 p.m. (his subsequent court testimony put the timeat between 4:30 p.m. and S:00 p.m. , see Appellate Court
Decision a' 16) concerning suspicious women in the airport.
This suggests that, there may have been a second call. If
Cizan was con used as to the times a ccuzse thez
?mve been only one call, hut we do not regard the number af
calls ~ram Percs Nieta ta be af critical importance.

17/ Med=ana Report at 43, 44 (Pezez Nieta statement).
Pe es Nieta returned ta the haz acks at some point, prior ta
or at, the end of his scheduled duty (7:00 p.m. ) In his
cccnt statement, CaIindres Aleman admitted that Pezez Nieta

returned to the bazzac)cs about 6:00 p. m. dnd discussed the
cazliez depaz drc af Sistcz Keel and Ms. Danovan. Wh'le
dc&awledglng Ms conversation, he again denied his guilt.
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However, his admission is a significant. addition to the
evidence against him. See Testimony of Luis Antonio
Cclindzes Aleman before the Court of First Instance,
~uesaltepeque, El Salvador (Qctober 11, 1983). References

o we translation made by the Division of I,anguage
5 =vices, Department of State (No. 111213-C).

~18 Id. at 74 (Rivera Franco Statement)

~19 Id. at 44 (Pezez Nieto Statement).

~20 Id. at 33 (Cornejo Cubas Statement), and 25 !Crux Piche
Statement).

23/ Id.

~22 Id. at 70 (Contzezas Palacios Statement), and 75 {Rivers
Franco Stateme t', .
~23 Id. at 25 (Czux Piche Statement).

e

24 Id. at 70 {contreras palacios statement), and 75 (Riveza
Franco Statement). ' Retized Qxardsman Julio Cesar Valle
Espinoxa, in his testimony' of August, =, 1982 (see Cable fxom
United States Embassy, San Salvadox, to Secretary of State,
washington, D.C. (September 22, 1982)), stated that, he was
part of another chec3cpoint between the traffic control post,
(which probably wa th 'Co o~o Cubas/Luis Hon~osa/u
Piche checJtyoint) and Colindres Aleman' s position. He
testified -that several guaxdsmen boarded the churchwomen' s
van at. the txaffic contxol post, and then drove to his
location, wheze he and two, moxe guardsmen boarded the van.
He said that the van proceeded to Colindres Aleman's site,
~here hc (Valle Espinoxa) ~ the other guazdsmen in the van~ddt% C!dlZC!lÃ0%~~$15LZIK\d
Although this testimony is consistent with the churchwomen's

0 abduction by Colindx'es Aleman, its description of the mecha-
nics of the kidnapping is contradicted by sta'. ~ence of the
gua dsmen at the ~oint, and. by the two guardsmen with
colindxes Aleman who have-admitted theiz roles in the abduc-
tion and murders. we thus reject this testimony as, whatever
Valle Espinoxa' s motivations, inaccurate.

~25 Id. . at 70 (Contzeras Palacios Statement).

25/ Id.

~27 Nedrano Report. at 70 (Contzezas palacios Statement).

~28 Id. at. 38-39 (Gizon Statement).

29/ Id. at 70 (Contzezas Palacios Statement).
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~30 Appellate Court Decision a" 28.

31/ Id.

~32 Medzano Report at 71 (cont=eras Palacios Statement).

~33 Id. at 39 (Giron Statem
Statement}.

eELt}, and 48 (Sazrera Rivers

~34 Id. at 48 (Bazzeza Riveza Statement).

~35 Zd. at 57-58 (Melar Ga-ay Statement}; and 76 (Rivera
Ezanco Statement).

~36 Zd. at 76 (Rivers Eranco Statement).

~37 Zd. at 58 (Melar Garay Statement).
~3'8 Zd.

~39 Zd. t

~40 Appellate Court, Record, at, 28, 33. We assume that the
Contzeras" mentioned on 33 'is Contrezas Recinos, since he

was driving the van, see 27.~

l

~41 Medrano Report at 39 (Gizon Statement).

~46 Id..
~47 Bowdlez/Rogers Report.

J
~48 Id.

~49 Zd.

~50
' ld.

~42 zd. at 39 (Giron statement); 49 (Bazrera Rivera state-
ment); and 59 (Melar Garay Statement). Mel9ar Garay des-
czihed them zemoviny a "shovel, " which probably was the tirejack.

~43 Id. at 36 (Coznejo Cubes Statement); Appellate Court
Record at 26.

~44 Medrano Report'at 53 (chaves vc~'ate statement).

~45 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
seczetazy of state, washington, D. c. (septembez 14, 1981)
(hereinafter the "Zepeda Valasco cable" ).



~52 Id.

53/ Id.
54/ Id.

55/ Zd.

~57 Zd.

~58 Zd, .
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~59 Cable fzom United States Embassy, San Salvador to
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (Decemhez 11, 1980).

zr'60 Interview with Colonel Roberto Wontezzosa, San Salvadoz,
Salvador (Seyuembez 22, 1983}.

~61 FBI reyozt from Los Angeles Field Office {February 10,1982) (hereinafter aMaruines Statement" ). Martinex studto the FBI that he told Colindzes ALeman to teLL the Dizectoz{Vides Casanova) of his crime. However, according to thesyecial Embassy accidence, which we deem more zeliable,
Maztines actuaLLF toLd Colindres ALeman to tell of his
involvement onLF to a Rational Cuazd suyezior investigatingthe matter.

~62 Zeyeda Velasco Cable.

~63 Zd.

~64 Id . .

~65 Interview with Lieutenant Colonel Lixandzo ZeyedaVelasco, San Salvador, El Salvadoz (Seytemher 21, 1983)
( hereinafter aZeyeda VeLasco Zntezviewa )

~66 Inuazview with Qenezal Carlos Euginio Vides Casanova,
San Salvador, El Salvador (Seytembez 21, 1983).
~67 Bowdlez/Rogers Reyort.

+68 Zd .
69 Cable from I.egal Attache, Panama. to Direct:o, , FBI

ecembez 23, 1980); Interview with FBI' Agent
washington, D.C. (August 18, 1983); and Memorandum

to the President, {Januazj 5, 1981}.
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70/ Cable from United States Embassy, an Salvador. to
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (December ll, 1980) ~

~71 Cable from United States E&essy, San Salvador, to
Secretary of State, Washfngton, D. C. (December 12, '980)

+72 Zd.

~73 Zd.

~74 Memorandum to the Pxesident, (January 5, 1981).
~75 Compare Zepeda Velasco Cable ta Cable from United
States Embassy, San Salvador, ta Secxetary of' State,
Washington, D.C. (January 17, 1981).
76 Cable fxom Legal Attache, Panama, ta Director, FBZ
YJanuary 26, 1981).
~77 Cable fzom United States Embassy, San Salvador, ta,
Seczetary of State, Washington, D.C. (Januazy 17, 1981). ,
+78 Id.
~79 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvadoz, to
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (Fehruazy 19, 1981).
80 Memorandum fzom Legal Attache, Panama, to Director', FBZ

ehruazy 27, 1981). Two othez sets of prints were turned
ovex to the FBI; those of two guardsmen at the burial site,
Medina Gaitan and Rodriguez Careas.

~81 Cable fram United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
Secretary af State, Washington, D.C. (April 14, 1981) (heze-
inafter "April 14, 1981 Cable" ).
~82 See, e.cC. , Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador,

Secretary of State, Wa'shingtan, D.C. (January 19, 1981).
~83 Cable from Legal Attache, Panama, to Director, FBI
(April 2, 1981).

~84 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
secretary af state, washington, D.c. (March 3, 1981).
~85 FBZ Memorandum from T. F. Kelleher, Jz. , ta Mr. Mullen
(Maxch 17, 1981).
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~86 Cable from I,egal Attache, Panama, to Dire"tor. FBI
(April 22, 1981); and Cable from United States Embassy, San
Salvador, to Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. (April 30,
1981) (hereinafter "April 30, 1981 Cable" ). Two of the
guardsmen arrested at this time werc released when further
investigation sho~ed they werc not involved in the murders,
Sanchez Guzman and Ramircz Palacios.

~87 Zepeda Vclasco Cable; and April 30, 1981 Cable.

~88 April 30, 1981 Cable; and Rcport of the Latent Finger-
print Section, Identification Division, FBI (May 7, 1981}.
~89 Zepeda Velasco Cable. Zepeda Vclasco reported to Vides
Casanova on May 2, 1981, that the weapons had been seized.
We assume that, they wezc taken on May 1.
~90 FBZ Zaboratory Rcport No. 10507024 (May 12, 1981).
~91 Zcpeda Velasco Cable.

~92 Id.

~93 Id.
~94 Cable from United States Embassy, san salvador, ta
secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (December 5, 1981).
~95

' Cable from United States Emba sy, San Salvador, to
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (December 7, 1981).
~96 Mcdzana Report at, 3 (Order fzom General Vidcs Casanova,
December 9, 1981).
97 Medzano Report at 5 (Pacheco Aragon Statement); and 22

Mendez Vclascpxcz Statement, ). Thc third was interviewed in
the United States hy the FBZ, see Cabje from FBZ Los Angeles
Field Office, to Director, FBZ (Januazy 8, 1982).
~98 Interview with Lieutenant Colone Jose Adolfo Medrano
san Salvador, El Salvador (September:. '2, 1983) thereinafter
"Medrana Interview); and Medzano Rcpo % at 24 {Czuz Piche

Statement�)

.
99/ Medrana Report. at 13 (Melcndez Avalos statement); 15
{Mc j ivaz Martinez Statement); 17 (Mcnjivar Merino State-
men ); and 18 (Realejcno Gonzalez statement).

~100 Medzana Report at 29 {Luis Montczrosa Statement)

101/ Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
secretary of State, Washington, D.c. (December 15, 1981).



102/ iMedrano Interview.

'03/ December 15, 1981 Cable.

'04/ .41edrano Report at 24 {Cruz Picne Statement}

105/ Id. at 29 (Luis Nonterrcsa Statement. ). Although Sanchez
Guzman aad Ramirez Palacios were named by I.uis Nonterrasa as
accompanying Colindres Aleman, further investigation revealed
that they were not involved in the abduction or muzders.

106/ Id. at 33 (Cornejo Cubes Statement}.

~107 Id. at 38 (Gizon statement).

108/ Id. at 43, 44; and Cable fzam United States Embassy,
San S&a vador, to Secretary af State, washington, D.C.
(December 29, 1981).
~109 Medzano Report at 48 (Sazreza Riveza Statement}.

~110 Id. at 51 (czarina Realejeno Statement).

~111 Zd. at 57 (Nelgar Gazay Statement).

~112 Id. at 53 (Chavez Valiente Statement) .
~113 Zd. at 63 (Ramizez Palacios Statement).

~114 Zd. at 66 (Sanches Guzman Statement); and Cable from
UnzteZ States Embassy, San Salvadar, ta Secretary af State,
Washington, D.C. {January 15, 1983}.
~115 Cable fzam United States Embassy, San Salvador, ta
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (December 29, 1981).
~116 Cable fzam United States Embassy, San Salvador, ta
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (Januazy 7, 1982) .
~117 Cable from United states Embassy, san salvador, to
Seczetarp of State, washington, D.C. ( Tanuazy 15, 1982)
(hereinafter "Contreras Palacios Cable"); and Nedrano Repozt.at 69 (Cantzezas Palacios Statement}.

~118 'See Memorandum af Law submitted hy the salvadoran
Ambassador to the United States to Representative Michael D.
Saznes (August 17, 1982). Translated hy the congressional
Resea-ch Service, The Library of Congress.

~119 cantzeras palacias Cable; and «edrano Repor at 69
(Cant@eras Palacios S atement) .
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120/ Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, tc
Sec etary of State, Washington, D. C. (January 15, 1982) .
121/ Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, -c
Secretary of Sta e, Nashingtcn, D.C. (January '9, '982)
(hereinafter January '9, 1982 Cable).

~122 Zd.

~123 Zd. ; and. Mem )randum from Director, FBZ, to Specia'
Agent (Februaz' 4, 1982', {hereinafter
"Colindres Alemar polygraph" ). The polygzaph examination
worksheet is in spanish and was translated by special Agent

.,- duzing his interview cn August 17, 1983.
~124 olindres Aleman polygraph and Znterview.

~125 January 19, 1982 Cable.

~126 Interview, and January 16, 1982 Cable.

~127 January 16, 1982 Cable, and

~128 January 16, $982 Cable.

~129 Medrano Report at 91.
~13G Medzano Report at, 1.

Zntezview.

~131 Cable from FBZ Field Office, Los Angeles, to Director,
FBZ (January 8, 1982).
~132 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. {January 20, 1982).
~133 Martinez Statement.

134 Zntezview with Jude)e Beznazdo Rauda Muzcia, Zacatecoluca,
S Salvador (September 21, 1983) (hezeinaftez Rauda Znte~xewI;
and Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
sec etazy of state, Washington, D.c. {May 24, 1983) .
~135 Cable from Legal Attache, Panama, to Dizector, FSZ
(July 8, 1983).
~136 Zd.

~137 Memorandum to the P esident (Januazy 5, 1981).
138/ Rauda Zntezmew.

139/ Memorandum to Director, FBZ (Angus't 3, 1983).
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L40/ Zttterview with Doctor Juan Gercrtimo Castillc, San
Salvador, El Salvador (September 20, 1983); and Interview
with United States Embassy Legal Advisor, San Salvador, El
Salvador {September 20, 1983 ) .
141/ Letter from Colonel Azistides Napoleon Mantes, Director,
Rational Guard cf El Salvador, tc the Ninistez of Defense
and Public Security (september 13, 1983). References aze to
the translation by the Division of Language Services, Depart-
ment of SCate (No. 110833A}.

~142 Statement by Carlos Joaquin contzezas palacios before
the Second Criminal Court, Santa Ana, El Salvador (September 27,
1983). References aze to the translation by the Division of
Language Services, Department of State (No. 1108070»A)
(hereinafter "Second Contzezas Palacios Statementa).

143 Second Contzezas Palacios Statement. We are 'tlso aware
o a statement from an anonymous political pzisonet who
claims to have been imprisoned with Colindzes Aleman between
April 7 and 29, 1982. Ee said that Colindres Aleman had
followed the. movements of the churchwomen from the time Beyleft El Salvador, and that Colonel Vides Casanova gave
instructions concyzning the captme of the chuzchwomen. We
have no means of evaluating the veracity of this statement.
Zt was taken by' the Nazyknoll Ordez from a Salvadoran who is
a political refugee in Mexico. and whose identity was septsecret from us. According to Michael Posner from the Lawyers'
Committee on International Euman Rights, it is difficult to
judge the veracity of such statements. Given this, the
sou=ce's appazent bias, and the absence of supporting evi-
dence, we cannot accept this hearsay statement as pzobative.

~144 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
Secretary of Srate, Washington, D.C. (September 22, 1982).
~145 Montezzosa Znterview.

146 Chzonology of Death 'lhreats and the Conflict Between
e Army (under Colonel Pena Azbaixa) and the chuzch in

Chalatenango (undated) . Contained in matezials delivered to
Earold R. Tyler, Jr. , by Sister Eelene O' Sullivan, N. N.
(July 12, 1983).
~147 Memorandum f cm Z,ega' Attache, Panama, to Director, FBZ
(December 23s 1980).
148/ Zd. , see also Statement of Sister Nadeline Maria Dorsey,

entitled "Death Thzears Received in Chalatenago"
(March 8, 1983), whezein Sister Uozsey gives the date as
December 3.
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149/ Did Salvadoran Troops Kill Nuns in Murder Plot? Atlanta
Constxtutron, Ju y 12, 1981 ac 25, 26. Again, Sister Dorsey
gives the date of this in ident as December 3, 1980. Seefn. 148, ~su ra

150/ Statement by Sister Hadeline Maria Dorsey. N. M {March 8,
1983) .
~151 Vides Casanova Inter' ew

~152 Id. and Interview
Washington, D.C. (Augus

with Colonel Brian J. Bosch, USA,t 26, 1983).
~153 Id.
~154 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
secretary of state, washington, D.C. (December 16, i981
See also A)appellate Court Decision at 25, and Medrano Reportat 2~Cruz Fiche Statement) .
~155 Medrano Report at 31 (Z,uis Monterzosa Statement).

I
~156 Id. at 39 (CiZon, Statement).

~157
'

, Inlaw.
158 Interview with Rev. paul Schindle', New York City
{September 27, 1983) (hereinaftex "Schindler Interview");
Interview ith Monsignor Richazdo Urioste, San Salvador, El
Salvador {September 23, 1983); and Interviews with Ms. Anna
May Mayer and Father Daniel Reidy. La Liheztad. El salvador
(September 21, 1983).
159 FBI Memorandum, Subject, : Thomas Norman Bracken

ember 31, 1980); and Cable from United States Embassy,
San Salvador, to Secrenazy of State, Washington, D.C.
(December 12, 1980).

1981)

~163 Id.
164/ Schindlez Interview.

~160 Zd. ; Cables from United States Embassy, San Salvador,
to Secretary of State,

,
Washington, D.C. (December 23. 1980

and October 11, 1983).,

~161 5tatements of Rev. Thomas Gregory Chisholm (January 8,
1981, and July 10, 1982).
162/ Cable from Washington Field Office, FBI, to Director,
~FB (JanuarY' 16, 1981) ( Interview of, January 13
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~165 Telephone intezviev vti 6 Patzicia Lasbuzy Hall (Octobcz 4,
1983) (hereinafter "Lasbuzy Hall Intczvicv"),
166/ Cable fzom Legal Attache, Panama, to Dizectoz, FBI
(December 23, 198Q).

~167 FBI Labozatazy Report Na. 10107002 (Januazy 30, 1981).
168/ Intezviev vrith Sister Eelene O' Sullivan, M. M. , New
Yazk, New York (September 27, 1983).
~169 See, ~e . , Mcdzano Report at 27 (Cruz Piche Statement};
31 (L~s Montezzasa Statcmeat); and 36 (Coznejo Cubas
Statemeat).

~170 Medrano Report at 27 (Cruz Piche Statcmeat); see also
31 (Lui's Montcrzosa Statement).

~171 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
Secretary af State, Washington, D.C. (Februazy 12, 1981),
wherein Sister Madeline Dorsey zcpartly said that, Sistezt Ita
Ford had been givea 5900 in cash at the Managua Conference.
Subsecpxcnt Mazykaoll reports indicate that Sister Ford had
only .$175.

~I.T2 Cable fram United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (Febzuazy 19, 1981).
~173 Sce, e. .. Medzano Report at, 36 (Carne)o Cubas State-
ment} aad Sanchez Quzman Statemeat) .
~174 See, ~e, Medrano Report at 36 (Carne3o Cubes State-
mant) and 31 Luis Manter osa Statemeat).

~175 Mcdrano Report at 66 (Sanchez Quzman Statemcat).

~L76 Cable from Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. , ta
Uat. ted States Embassy, Saa Salvador (June 29, 1983).
177 Testimony of Colonel Francisco Antonio Moran Reyes
bc are the Secoad Cziutiaal Court. Saa Salvador (August 18,
1983). References aze to the translation made by the
Division af Language Services, Department of State
(No. 110870-8) (hereinafter' "Moran Statemeats).

~178 Statement of Gene al Carlos Eugcnio Vides Casanova
(August 19, 1983). References aze ta thc translation made
by the Division af Language Services, Depaztment of State
( Na . 111213-A) .
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~179 Mozan Statement; and testimony of Juan Ramiro Diaz and
Jose Edmundo Reyes Castellanos before the First Criminal
Court, Zacatecoiuca (Oc ober 22, 1983}. Refezences are to
the translation made by the Division of Language Services,
Department of State (No. 111213-L).
180/ Cable from Director, FBI, to FBI Field Office, Houston
(July 2, 1982) {hereinafter "Houston Cable" ).
~LBL Id.
~182 Cable from Secretary 'of State, Washington, D. C. , to
Usted states &~assy, San salvador (Qc ohez' 20, 1981).
~183 Houston Cable. '

~184 Cable from Seczetary of State, Washington, D .C. , to
Utu. ted States Embassy, San Salvador (June 19, 1982).
~185 Houston Cable.

~186 Houston Cable.

~187 Cable from Un);ted States Embassy, San Salvador, 'to
Seczetazy of State, Washington, D.C. (Febzuazy 6, 1982)
(hereinafter "Fehzuazy 6, 1982 Cable").
~188 Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
Secretary of State, Washington, D.C. (June 7, 1982) (here-
inafter "June 7, 1982 Cable" ).
~189 February 6, 1982 Cable.

~190 June 7, 1982 Cable.

~191 Id.
L92/ Cable from United States Embassy, San Salvador, to
Seczetazy of State, Washington, D.C. {September 23, L982);
see also Intezvie~ with Benjamin Cestoni, San Salvador, El
SaavacCor (September 20, 1983).
~193 Schindler Interview.

194/' I,ashuzy Hall Interview.

L99/ Memorandum prepared by MaryknoLL Order entitled "Guns
and Ballist' cs Tests, " attached to Letter fzom Sister Helene
O'Sulliv&, .g.M. (Mazch 21l 1982).
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196/ Transcript. of 'tape recording made by sister Maria
Rxeckelman, M. M. (February 8, 1982), provided by Sister
Selene O' Sullivan, M. M.

197/ Interview with Major M' guel Bolonas, washington, D.C.
tNovember 2, 1983).
198/ Index of Court Record. Informal translation by H. Carl
Gettinger, Department of' State.
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Dist of Persons Znterviewed

Bleaklev, {Deputy Chief of mission) Kenneth - United States
Embassy, San Salvador

Bolonas (Najar) Kiguel - Former Zntelligence Officer,
Nicazaguan Army

Bosch, (Colonel) Brian J. » United States Army, former
Defense Attache, United States Embassy, san Salvador

Brawnfield, William R, - Farmer Political Officer, United
States Embassy, San Salvador

Castaneda, {Dr.) Ricardo - Member of the private Saz, El
Salvador

Castillo, (Dz. ) Juan Qezonimo - Coordinating Prosecutor '

Cestoni, {Dr.) Benjamin - Executive Director of the Qovern-
ment of El Sklvadoz Euman Rights Commission, and Farmer
Deputy Fiscal Qeneral

Duarte, Jose Napoleon - Former President, El Salvador

- Special Agent, Federal Buzeau af Znvesti-
gation, Fingezprint Division

Fazd, william p. - Trial lawyer and brothez af Zta Ford

Qettingex, E. Cazl -& Former Political Officer, United States
Embassy, San 5alvadaz

'Qzeathead, R. Scott - Znteznational Numen Rights Committee,
Association at' the Baz of the City of New York

(Special Agent) - Federal Bureau af
Znvestigatian, Palygrapher

Eall, Patricia Lasbuzy - Formez Consul, United States ELEbessy,
San Salvadar

&wntan, (Ambassdar) Deane 'R. - Farmer Uni ed. States Ambassador
ta El Salvador

Mayer, Anna Nav' - Catholic ay marker in Z.a Zibeztad, El
Salvador
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Nedzano, (Lieutenant colonel) Jose Adolfo - National Guard
of the Republic of El Salvador

Nont cross. (Colonel) Roberto - Commander, Salvadoran Navy

o' Sullivan, (s'ster) Helene - Naryknoll Order

otto, {Assistant Director) John E. - Federal Bureau of
Znvestigation

Pickezinq, {Ambassador) Thamas R. - United States Ambassador
to EISalvadar

(Special Agent)

Pasner, Nichael K. - Executive Director, Gapers Committee
for International Numan Rights

Rauda Nurcia, {Judge) Bernardo - criminal Court in Zacapcoluca,
El Salvador

l

Reidy, (Father) Daniel - Nissionazy pziest in La Liheztad,
El Salvador

Richard, Nark N. - Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Criminal
Division, United States Department af Justice

Rivexa, (Fiscal Genexal, Dx. ) Nazio Adalberto - Fiscal
General, El Salvador ',

Schindlez, (Fathez) Paul E. - Fozmer missionaxT pxiest in El
Salvador

Urioste, (Nonsignor) Ricardo - The Catholi Church in El
Salvador

Vides Casanova, (Genezal) Carlos Eugenio - Kinister of
Defense, El Salvador

(Special Agent, )
tion,

— .--.Fedezal Bureau of Investiqa-

(Special Agent), ' . - Federal Bureau of Investigation
white, {Ambassador) Robert E. - Former United States Ambassadoz

to El Salvador

Zcpeda Velasco, (Meutenant Colonel) Lixandzo - National
Cuard of the Republic of El Salvador


